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NEW FIGURES J KNOWN HERE
Leading Mcn Now Circulat Mr. Bleeder Calculates On
'Moonlight" Schedule
-VillICNTS ADVOCATE MBE MTTIR -TO BE
arm= THIS WEEK.
ing Petitions in CIO.'
MUNICIPAL OWNERSHII
• 
Want People to Vote Bondi for
piaterworlo and Electric Light
Plant.
•
HUNDREDS OF SIGNATURES
ARE BEING PROCURED
Many petitions are now being cir-
culated among tha people of this cons
inanity at. present, getting signatures
that advocate municipal owners'hip
promulgated by the documents which
+stipulate that the signers of the pe-
tition are attaching their names to a
paper that is to be submitted to the
council and aldermen of this city,
urging that there be placed before
the people the question of voting
bo di for the purpose of erecting
waterworks by the city and also for
the object of enlarging the city's
electric lighting plant so apparatus
sufficient can 'be installed to supply
lights for commereial purposes. One
01 the parties at the head of the
movement yestenfay said that they
were having no trouble in securing
Milers, as lathiest every person ap-
proached attached theit names to the
documents eicept those r who were
either interested is ethporations or
had friendly leaning toward the priv-
ate 'institutions.
There are about half a • dezen of
these documents' tieing eireutated
anions the people- endoisoncirsds of
runes have alreadalebadhoittached to
the paper, and jest whenever there is
procured the number of names deem-
ed edvisable the documents will be
placed before the legislative boards
rtionsting that an election be called
'.ite for Net object mentiOned.
lb parties at the head ref the
Movement are very enthusiastic, as
they state they never saw such an
interim manifested, as everybody ap-
proached would quickly see the feas-
ibility and economical feature of the
propitiation and lend their efforts
toerestts interesting others in the
question.
It will probably be attest the first
Monday in March that the question
will be placed before the council, and
then pained to the aldermanie body
the Thursday following, to get their
*pinions upon the project.
Mary of the leading citizens of the
town have expretised their hearty ap-
proval and co-operation of the prop-
°shank and will do all in their power
for its successful culmination, they
realizing. that public ownership of a
miter plant, and then facilities to
supply commercial lignting, are &yea
ues through which tax ' reductions
can be procured, and make the mu-
nicipality independent to a certain
extent. One of the parties with the
petition yesterday said that go out
of .every too persons approached had
attached their names, and that the
movement, looked like an oierwhelm-
ing success, judging keno the favor-
able expressinne heard.
Ptlipilfty Sold.
Property 11ring in the county on
the Hiusbande1744 has been sold by
Gip Husbands ,to Theodore Hoye-
kamp for $600,. .the: deed lodged
.
fut rechird with hour cletk.
Loebh382 0 °dere
liovekatim (dsg, fb 'fon
Island creek, 222
Jessie Hartle' " W
D. Helton for ,41 , he
Woodville andi Lovelicrille rO4 in
the county.
•Alhen Barkley bought f
Thome, C. Leech fne41,1tarst) p
erty on the south, side of,„Mo
between Eleventh arid "Tw
Atreets. r •
Josephine Bougeno sold to Cliam-
blin and Martar for $1251 protterty
.,Jying on Thurman street.
let;to
Licensed to Wed.
Dean Shofner, aged at, 'and Wuele
Augustus, aged all. were granted a
I/zeroes to ,merry. This is the first
venture for the groom and the, see..
0.r),or the bride. Both reside here.young man is a machinists'
helper at the shops.
Cairo offers to sellailtik Man,Holp
cross to Danville for aloe, gearan-
teeing that he will not he disturbed
by New York.—Cairo Citizen. Cairo
don't want much for a bunch oit iron.
It looks lilt, 'the Egyptian minager
is trying to 'hold up the new txtesne
„ber.
iiihisiseigeneshie
One Official Says Public Need Not
Della About the Ques-
tion.
OWE-SIXTH CUT ON
"MOONLIGHT" SCHEDULE
Ben Raniels Arrested For
grand in Arizona.
Yesterday General Manager John
S. Bleecker of the street railway and
light company, submitted a second
proposition to the light committee, of
the municipal kgillative boards,
quoting• figures for which lie ,woutd
keep up the city's streetetorner arc
lights, on the "moonlight" schedule,
whicb means that the lights will not
be kept burning while the moon
shines brightly. Oo figuring up the
moonlight schedule Mr. Bleecker cal-
culates that the lights will have to
be kept burning 2,900 hours during
twelve months, while to keep them
going every night, it will call for a
4,000 hour service.
It is understood that this second I
proposition, together with the first
one will be sumitted at the legisla-
tive board meeting this week at the
City Hall, and let the bodies decide
what they want to do in the premises.
There will also be placed before the
entire memberrhip figures showing
What it will cost for the city to retain
possession of its plant, and enlarge
Same to a capacity sufficient to care
or the demands.
The supplemental proposition of
Mr. Bleecker stipulates that his com-
pany wilt do as follows:
Pedueah, Ky., Feb. t6, 1506.
To the light and water eornditted of
the general council oi the city of
Padacah
Gentlemen:
Referring to our letter of February
3, sad answering further your re-
quest for a proposition to light the
streets and public buildings of the
city of Paducati, we (mote you the
following prices for moonlight sched-
ule for street service of approximate-
ly aoloo hours:
For ice lamp,
For 25e lamps
For 3oo tamps
For 35o lamps
For soo limps
For aso lamps
to 249 lartsts •$5u5a
to 299 larafF..• • 53-
to sag 51.50
to 31a, lamps.. . 31.00
to agg lamps ... 30 30
and over  sox°
This is for the year 1006 to Kota,
inclusive. For the year me to 1916,
inclusive, whatever number of light 
may be required, $30.00 per lamp per
year.
We will furnish 32 C. P. series in-
candescent lamps at the rate of 413.50
per lame per year.
This schedule does not in any way
effect the proposition made in our
letter of February 3, except as re-
gards the prices and schedule above
quoted.
One city official in speaking on the
supplemental figures, yesterday said
that at that rate it would cost t&
city more than for the company fS,
furnish the lights the year around;
because it was a known fact that
moon shone brightly for more thfin
one full weak each month, which was
a one-fourth reduction, but that° the
figures of Mt. Bleecker showed a
cut of only about one-sixth, there-
for if the plant was to be "farmed
out" it would be better to take the
lights for every night. He closed
however, with the assertion that no-
body need bother, as the city would
intitieue operating its own etterenh
and never permit a private concern
te act its tentacled grapples upon' the
oommenity,, despite the fact that
some ot the friends of' the corpora-
tithii- 1st, the • public boaris write
working like beavers io throw eVery-
thing into bands of the private 'con-
cern, and in that ,rivantor forever' tic
the hands of the liberty loving rh'.-
mhos
M,any people yesterday: said that
these figures offered have never yet
calculated upon what the decay the
city's plant will amount to if letslaY
idle for 'a period • Of yeats, iftb
would render it absolutely wortWe.
Dedrick Estate.
Johns Dedrick yesterday qualified
befiere the county court as adminis-
trator Of the estate otthe late mr,
How Dedrick, while York Dedrick
qualified as guardian of Jessie and
Dora Dedrick, children of the de-
ceased. Mkssrs. Houser and Derring-
fon vsre then selected appraisers to
invent ó,y the estate of the deceitittnt
1
FOR24142 METROPOLIS, MAN
'WELL KNOViN HERE
Related to Jesse- James and Would
111Sght at "throy of the
Hat."
mm1 in.mm,••••••
HIS CLEVER ESCAPE
FROM hurrRorous JAIL.
Word comes front Nogales, Ariz-
ona, that Ben Daniel*, a United
States marshal, 'has been arrested on
a fraud charge. Hans Larson, the
Complainant, states that Daniels sold
him a mine in the Harshaw district
a year ago for Poo and that when
he went to do the assessment work
James Harrison, supervisor of ,ante
Cruz county, claimed the property
was his. Larson demanded a re
turn of the money, which Daniels re-
fused and the arrest on fraud fol-
lowed.
Daniels was a Rough Rider. He
was appointed marshal last fall but
has not yet been confirmed by the
senate. Daniels says the case looks
much to him like blackmail. Be-
cause his confirmation is still pend-
ing in the senate he says be thinks
those who caused his arrest supposed
he cotild not afford to stand trial and
woulll !teddy give up the Poo 'de-
manded.
Ben Daniels formerly lived at Me-
tropolis, Ill., a few miles below Pa-
ducah, and during his career there
was a most notorious character. re
was a saloonist and gambler of re-
pute. This has probably been ao
years ago. Later he got into a diffi-
culty at Brookport, 111., and killed a
man with a billiard cue. He .was ar-
rested and placed in jail at htetrop-
olis.
One day his attorney, Judge B.
0. Jones, deceased, was in the cor-
ridor of the jail interviewing 'him.
The door was left unlocked and there
was ise•y access to the street. Ole
made a dash and escap,-4 to the
Kentucky shore in a skiff. It was
rumored at that time that the escape
bad been pre-arranged as a skiff was
in waiting at the foot of Metropolis
street.
ond street. The aldernitn vreek be-
fore late took Gallman's license away
from him because of complaints
against disorder at the saloon. He
is a 'member. of the Republican
echool board.
Notary Public.
A. N. Sears qualified before the
county court yesterday as a notary
public.
CUT THE FORCE
THIS URDINAECE WILL BE
BROUGHT BEFOU COUN-
CIL TOMORROW .
Tomorrow evening at the meeting
of the council there will be brought
in the ordinance which directs that
the police force this city be re-
duced to eighteen patrolmen, one
chief, one captain and one lieutenant.
The proper committee last week in-
structed the city solicitor, to draw
up this bill which he hail done, and
it will be brought in for adoption.
There also comes up. tomorrow
evening during the gathering of the
councilmen the resolution adopted,
two, weeks ago by the aldermen, and
which provides that, if any saloon-
keeper or ibis employe violates, the
city law between now and next June
that the license of the guilty grog-
shop proprie.or wilt be taken away.)
The. aldermen adopted this document
the night they rejected seven etloon
licenses, and the resolution had the
effect of causing nearly all the grog-
shops to be closed last Sabbath.
One warrant was issued against Geo.
Goodman but the case cannot come
to trial because the witnesses arc
Mayfitld people who have not re-
sponded to the subpoenas to come
here and testify. No warrant was
gotten out for Oscar Baker, bartend-
er of John Elrod's saloon, on account
of the witnesses never showing up.
In the Goodman case parties
claimed they bought many quarts of
liquor there, while others in the
Baker case codtened that the bartend-
er sold them several quarts.
It is believed that things will be
tight today and "the lid squarely on"
SO that no one can bay a thing in
the &is* liwe
Daniels went to the Indian Terri-
tory. After, a few years be 0004
back by way of, Paducah and visitedi
his family at Metropolis under the
cover of darkness.
On one occasion Daniels was in
Paducah in a North Fourth street
saloon when the police department
was notified he was here and badly
want murder, Daniels got the
info a about the same time
and nly disappeared.
It now stated that the charge at
Meolopolis has been dismissed and
he in the last few rears has gone
boldly into the little city, but the
writer is in doubt about this state-
ment as 'Ben Daniels has not been in
this section of the country for sev-
eral years.
aliriitca west Daniels did well and be-a U. S. marshal owing to his
bravetc . Indirectly 'he was related
o: Jesdt James, the notorious out-
law, and ,there is no question but
what r ej,possessed as much grit, fori i
. ,
his tlie has often been tested.
Like lisse he always escaped, but
the former came to a sudden end at
ti hands . of his closest friend.ntel .
re are a number Of people in
Paducah who will remember iBen
Daniels. 
.
INCORPORATED.
GLEN wpm) REALTY cop.
PANY ni.ED ARTICLES WITH
COUNTY CLERK.
••••••=11m•••
In the county court yesterday there
were pled articles of incorporation
for the "Glenwood Realty company"
Which eapitalizes at $aozoo, with the
stock divided into share, of Stoo
each. The etock is euhistribed for
as foilows; H. R. Lindsay+, too shares;
Eitt D. Thurman, tdo that-et and John
W. Rehout g shares. The business
of the concern is to handle real
estate, -while the highest amount of
Indeb; dness permitted for contrac-
tine .$ao,orio.
......... 
_
I
, Coffer Howse License,
Henry; Gellman, of 735 North
Tenth street, yesterday sold his state
coffee boast license to Eberle, Har- $6e, which will net snort money
din & Company, of los South Sec- than appropriated.
LEFT OPEINI
CUMBERLAJID .13:s1.1.1410NE
COUPANY OUTS UPREWAL
PRIVILEOBS.
Auditor
Paid
Bora Muck Property Is Not
On, Therefore Rate May
Be at 6o.
The Lard of 'city eupervieore yes-
terday accorded to the Cumberland
Telepteme co/wally a privilege not
granted to any other concern or in-
dividual in this city, that of leaving
open the assessment that company's
system is to be valued at for munic-
ipal taxes for this year. Io doing
this the supervisors left the proph-
sition open until to morrow so the
lawyers for the company could come
before the board and offer their rea-
sons why the ceiMpany's properties
should not be raised in valuation for
tax purposes from $4o,000 to $100,-
000.
Ten days ago the supervisors fin-
ished 'hearing complaints from prop-
erty owners whose assessments were
raised. The figure's were then defi-
nitely fixed and the complaint ques-
tion closed. Many have wanted to
anther before the hoard since then
but the supervisors absolutely refused
but now the old telephone company
ask this request,' which is willingly
granted them by the supervi,sors in
order that the concern's lawyer,: can
come before the Ostedy tomorrow and
show cause why there should be re-
diked from the jtoo,noo fixed, the
valuation of their properties. The
sUperviscrrs will close their report
this afternoon and hand same in to
the council tonight.
just as soon as the aldermen pass
on the document Thursday night it
will be referred to the finance 'com-
mittee go te thte of- taxatign can
be firmed p lad set &sr this year.
City Auditor Kirkland yesterday
stated that if, laiees were collected
upon 'ietery pieer4of property aisess-
eti la tht city ..the out rate . could be
made at the Iti.st it irtires out, but
that limey. thousands of dollars worth
O f property exist here off, of which
no taxes enitatejeollected, and that
although it is pest up for sale as de-
linquent and bought in by the city,
still this does not add to the public
treasury the money derived if taxes
were paid on it. This natural with-
drevral of collections from the city,
and other shohtages makes it so that
the rate will probably be as high as
against the Fidelity Miutual Lite In-
surance company. -- The late ,}1. C.
Allison let lapse his policy he had in
this company, and after his death the
widow sued on satr.2 on the ground
that his accumnvulated benefits ex
tended the insurance beyond time ot
hi; death. Judge Reed decided in
)Javor of the company and now Mrs.
Allison takes the matter higher.
Lost Collarettsi.
Officer Joint MleCeste last evening
late found lying on the street a
brewn fir collarette which he left at
this office where the owner can pro-
cure same., The muff has black ends
with brown in the middle, resemb-
ling fox fur.
Grace EPiae0P•11-
-
theere-
Bishop Woodcock, of the Kentucky
diocese. will 'commence his week's
mission here today, and outside the
announcement made yesterday morn,
Mg has arranged for chitdren's ser-
vices to be conducted at eits o'clock
the afternoon of Tuesday and Thurs-
day of this week.
VOL 22, NO. 249
LITTLE ROCK OWNS LIORTINGNI
OPERATES AT COST 323611ER LIGHT
•• • • • • • • ••  • • • • •••  •
Mr.
ror•o• ••
71‘4•oh.*.i
Little Rock, Ark., Feb. 15, 5906
Paducah, Ky
Dear sir; Replying to your inquiry in regard to * coot of eiec-
tric lights in this clay, beg to reply that the city owns Its own elec-
tric lighting plant which has been purchased and 1411011Willapigger
of about Sss,csoo, and with which we are now furniaibing 310 lights, in
the city. The actual operating expenses of same t in-
cluding taxes or depreciation, was 415,173.0o which.' see,
is about $36,50 per lamp per year. Very reapiedthilke,
W. It urNoN, etym.
TO ALL WHO WAIT
PARTIES WHO TRIED CHEAT
THE REGISTER HAVE
TROUBLES.
Friedman & Nahn Trying to Make
Back What They Paid Register
—Mts. Allison Appeals.
AT MEETING-
WM. KATTERJOHN ATTEND-
ED WATER- Alip LIGHT
COMPANY MEETING.
J Leslie Thompson .Opens First-
Class Tailoring House in Fra-
ternity' Building
The defendant yesterday in the cir- Mr • Wm. Katter n yesterday
,cuit court filed a general demurrer;went to Mayfield 
'
attended a
to plaintiff's petition, in the litiga- meeting of the board of director's in
non of Joe Friedman and Max B. the water and light ceamparry of that
Nahm against William Katterjohn.1city, he being the itritdet.of a large
The defendant claims the plaintiffs block of stock whieh is
'have no cause for fiction against him. a .very prosperous e.
Friedman and Nehm put up at 5to
Broadway a one-story building that
was occupied by The Register, which
gave pertnission for an additional
story to be put on by the owners
who gave the work to Contractor
Katterjohn. The reef had to be
taken off in addle* Oats Whir story
and while this was .being done, tor-
rents of rain poured into the news-
paper plant and damaged things
greatly. The Regist=d Nall= lit
Friedman and got nt for over
413e00, while those wo now sue
Cemeactoe Kattericolia..wo tb gro
that he is to blame for the gicsage
to the paper, plant. Katterjohn,
though, claims he had an agreement
with Nahm & Freidman which re-
leases 'him from any responsibility.
The defendant was ordered to pay
over to the platireir 11:93 in the
snit of the Pau owing com-
pels), against the Provident-Washing-
ton Insurance company. Pilasters
barge got damaged while defendant
had an inderninfying policy on the
craft.
There was ordeoed stricken from
the docket the suit of W. R. Howell
and R. H.. Reed against Dona Lee
Carney-Thompson.
An agreement was filed stipulating
that the attachment bond was not
to be sued on in the litigation of I.
B. Wilford against J. D. Render, two
business partners that got into
trouble over, notes they executed in
buying out a third partner. They
compromised the suit and now agree
that no litigtion will rise over the
attachment bond.
The plaintiff's motion for se new
trial was overruled and an appeal
taken in the wit of Ida Sseinbralear
against the Paducah City Railway
company. Plaintiff got thrown from
defendant's ,car and was painfully in-
jured.
The bill of evidence and exceptions
were filed in support of th-e appe
taken in the suit of Mary E, AllisonJwill have sold all and entirely dosed
out their busine ,. bevies an-
nounced lash* Attlee ..tigerntion
to retire. lite other 'iivistilesale
houses of the c4, ore, drawincupon
the stock whenevee possibtein or-
der to expedite tht. ymk of getting
rid of 0. In hitOVitey- the other
wholesalete get their erders filled
quicker thou they by ordering
from The cities goods that they can
get out of the .Witts: stock..
Open Tailor Shop.
Mr. J. Leslie Tlzompson, the: wen
known tailor, is preparing to open
in room No. its, at the Feat's-silty
building, one of the most up-to-date
and thsivieg
ever „installed 
-Iteret He is IF -Ins
known to the ,so:elsiessers, %wr-
ing turned oot 'ettnes et ibsSoot*
garments its the country. The pug
few years he has been travails' far
idiliereat clothing tower", ;leer
turns to re-enter blikuseol for
edftillired is niew-reediiwg a Sat See
oi nobby goods
Resume Elks' Bolding.
Contractor GeortetKatterighst Tear.
tstday announced teatif she wieatii&
was nice tomorrow 'he would resume
'his men sit work on the Elks'
Mg on Nhrth Filth street. 'Ilse in-
clemency of the weather has brought
things to a standstill for the past
two weeks, but he believes teal
can go back at their work to
He will push things; hist as long an
the good weather continues.
The Hate!. Deal.
Tomorrow Mr. Joseph L. Fried-
man is expected back front Chicago,
where he has been the past week
submitting to the capitalists of that
city the proposition looking towarof
sale to them of the Palmer and The
Kentucky of this city. On his re-
turn it will be known whether the
outsiders have accepted the ,proposal
and closed negotiations for acquisi-
tion of the vast properties.
Gradually C101tinie Out.
Weeks Brothers lir Company. are
gradually getting aid of their
sale grdçery stocky* &-eowd and
Washing tun streeta,Snd it. is helieved
t motto; they
Saturday Night's Trade,
Although last curtailing wait. the
night fotloenng arrival here `tet the
I. C. pay roe, the merchants dpwo
in the retait porde*, ,of the oily
state that bushiest* iireete'reit so bidet.
It was pretty egad nj until *beset &
o'clock in the ' • • hot after
that there was ltitig Soil* and
things were pretty sitSii. Right now
it is between season. ass* that part
of the year when th pi:4100w meg
'find it dull ordip
dt
"Doc" Jackson and Warner Radd
Slrere arrested last night at Ninth and
Harrison, on the charge of being
drunk and disordr 11%, e
JW,
..agiedesainittiasaas
• .4 I,
the Week in Society.
Prominent Young Couple.
With much joy and pleasure by
everybody will there be greeted the
announcenu:nt of the approaching
nuptials of two of the city's most
prominent young people possessing
:hosts of friends who extend their
sincere wishes. The couple are Miss
Mae A. Bleich and Mr. Jtoseph, D.
Sowers, who will be merried at 2
o'clock the afternoon of Tuesday,
February 27th, at the home,- of • the
bride's parents, on Clark near Ninth,
street.
The wedding will be a very quiet
affair, on account of the recent be-
reavements in the family of the
young lady and. only the immediate
reLtives will be present to witness
the happy event that will be officiated
over by Rev. William Bourquin, of
the German Evangelical church, on
South Fifth street. Immediately after
the nuptials he couple leave for a
two weeks bridal tour to St. Louis,
Chicago and other Nothern points,
from whence they return March 12th,
to be at home to their friends in 717
Clark street.
Highly esteemed and unusually
popular are the contracting parties
dirt number friends of everybody.
The beautiful young bride is a Padu-
cah girl by birth and breeding, a
graduate of the schools with high
honors, and an unusually .highly edu-
cated and cultured young woman of
many accomplishments, that never
fail to attract numerous admirers and
friends. Hers is of a striking brun-
ette type of beauty that has always
been such a pleasing soiree of admir-
ation to everybody, as is also her
many graces and winsome mar sers.
She is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
John J. Bleich, former the jeweler,
and. a granddaughter of the late
George Rock, one of the city's
wealthiest and most prominent men
of ability.
Mr. Sowers has resided in this city
just little over one year, but in that
short space of time he has amply
evidenced his sterling nature and
progressiveness, especially from. a
business standpoint, being conserva--
tive, yet oi that forwar4 push that
forges things to the front. He is
an expert jewelry man and came here
from St. Louis last year to become
manager of Bleich establishment
which has an able business man by
his association. He is one of the
most congenial and pleasing gentle-
men ever locating here and has
everywhere friends who hope for hitn
and his elegant bride all the happi-
ness their lot merits through life.
ese.sfWilesS.
Odd Fellows' Bsdl.
The Odd Fellow lodges of this city
are prAparing to give grand ball the
evening of April 16th, but have not
yet decided where to conduct it.
firietes'W
Luncheon fir Niece.
Mrs. Eli G. Boone, of South Sixth
street, near Washington, will enter-
tain next Thu:stiay with, a i o'clock
luncheon, complimentary to her
niece, Miss Nell Howard.. Covers
will be laid for twelve.
41LesesSar....
For Sens Souci Club.
Mrs. Harris Rankin has issued in-
vitation, for a card party the after-
noon of next Wednesday, at the Pal-
mer. It will be complimentary to
the Sans Souci club, of which she is
a popular member.
1eLseste4W
.
Daughter's Birthday.
Mrs. Stella Dickey, of 321 Eliza-
beth street, Wednesday evening en-
tertained a few friend* in honor of
the eleventh. birthday of her charm-
ing daughter, Miss Edn. Dickey, who
received many pretty remembrances
from those there. Games, refresh-
ments and s generally jolly time was
the order of the vening for the lit-
tle folks.
Those in the party were: Misses
Florence Senser, Clara Senser, Rella
Wagner, Emma Nichols and Nelson
etroadfloeit, Rnymotot litrepey. Gor-
don Finney and Eddie Senser.
4Lestsa41115
Renowned Singer.
In pursuing their musicale and vo-
cal • studies and entertainments the
members of the Matinee Musicale
club are trying to get a number of
celebrated characters to appear 'here
in their tours over the country. One
of the best known and most talented
is David Bisham, the superb singer,
who will pass through this section
during next month en route South.
The club members are attempting to
have him appear here but have not
as yet received any definite responSes
to their urgent request. If he comes
and sings under the auspices of this
leading club, it is needless to say a
mammoth audience of music-loving
devotees will greet 'him
The club conducted its bi-weekly
meeting at the Eagle quarters last
Wednesday and spent the afternoon
with Hayden, Handel and Merart,
under the able leadership of Mrs. J.
Dennis Mesequot. Quite a number
of viftitore were present, as ,it was
an open meeting, and each member
permitted to invite two guests.
41VOIC-41W
Miss Boswell Guest of Honor.
Mrs. Charles Vine, a recent bride,
with Miss, Mary Boswell, of Paducah,
who is visiting the hostess of
the occasion were the honored guests
for a delightful "afternoon" at cards
given Wednesday by Mrs. Frank
13yegee. Jr., entertaining forty guests
a: her 'home on South Second s reet.
There were sevg tables fn TO-
gt•ssive :euchre 
 io 'she
So. ra
drawing room, point euchre being
played.
Carrying off the honots of the
game were Miss. Marie Cunningham,
who was the winner of a beautiful
Doulton plate, and Mrs. Howard
Roosa, whose trophy was a 'handsome
brass candlestick.
Miss Arbelle Walden, of Owens-
boro, was an out-of-town guest
of the occasion.
Following the game a delightful
luncheon was served in two courses
at the card table. In keeping with
the valentine sentiment were ths
hear t-shaped sandwiches and dainty
valentines as tallies, Which werepret
ty souvenirs of the event.
Mrs. James Thomas assisted the
hostess in keeping the score, etc.
The hostess wore a becoming gown
of blue chiffon taffeta inset with
white lace, her sistet, Mrs. Viele, be-
ing very handsome in pink crepe d.-
chine with pink hat, her flowers be-
ing American Beauties. Miss Bos-
well's costume was of lavender crepe
de chine with lace, Mrs. Thomas
wearing blue crepe cloth lace trim-
med.—Evansville Courier.
elasseaLseettat
Flower 'Cotillion.
A flower cotillion will be given on
next Friday evening by the older pu-
pils of the dancing class of Professor
Mahler, who 'has been here the past
month instructing a large number of
pupils in the terpsicbcirian art.
• • simesikttote
Church Entertainment.
Two very charming affairs were
given the past week by societies of
different rhumbas, timid ..both were
participated in by very lafge crowds
who were treated to an evening of
trial ands appreciative. enjoyment.
Tuesday evening at 1 the handsome
residence of Mrs. William- Eades, of
Jefferson, near Ninth street, the Ram
sty society of the Broadway Metho-
dist church entertained with a dainty
Valentine party. The following eve-
ning at the lecture room of the First
Presbyterian church the Ladies' Aid
society of that congregation enter-
tained with a biazaar and musicale
for the benefit of the carpet fund.
Coming Nuptials.
At 4-30 o'clock the afternoon of
Tuesday, February rith, there will
be united in marriage Miss Theresa
Hummel, of this city, and Mr. Otos
Edwin Gross, of St. Louis. The
ceremony occurs at the German Luth
eran church on Souls Fourth street,
but will be witnessed by only a few
intimate friends in addition to the
relatives. Rev. A. C. Ilten officiates.
The bride is the cultured and ex-
ceedingly popular daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Ferd Hummel, Jr., of Har-
rison street between Fifth and sixth.
The enterprising young groom is a
machinist formerly residing here but
several months ago went to St.
Louis to make his home.
They will make their 'home in the
Future Great.
4L‘e-r—aft1W
Paducah Girls.
A dispatch from Washington, II.
C., says regarding two charming
Paducah girls- who are there: A Ken-
tucky belle at the capital is Miss
henrietta Koger, of Paducah, who
is the guest of Miss May Phelps, of
the navy, at the Partner. Miss
Koger was especially admired at a
large ball at the Washington bar-
racks. Preceding the dance, she
was the honored guest at a handsome
dining, decorated with spring posies
and rare Japanese embroideries—
given by Gept. and Mrs. Earl Brown
of the Barracks.
Miss Elizebeth Atkins, in 'a toilet
of white chiffon and lace, a Paducah
school girl beauty, ;misted Mrs.
Piles, wife of the senator from dis-
tant Washington, in her reception
this week. Mfrs. Piles was Miss'
Bernard, of Paducah
sillesilkessW
In Honor of Mother.
Mrs. Clifford M. Budd'. of Broad-
way, near Seventh street, Monday
afternoon entertained a few friends
at cards complimentary to her moth-
er, Mrs. Laffey, of Cincinnati, who
is her charming guest. Green and
pink were the attractive color scheme
decorations that prevailed through-
out the elegant luncheon. The first
prize went to Mrs. Charles James,
of Evansville, the second to Miss
Faith Langstaff, and the lone 'hand
to Mrs. J. Victor Voris. Those
present were: Mesdames Thomas
Leech, W, B. McPherson, J. C.
Utterback, Eli Boone, Victor Voris,
Hal Corbett Will Bradshaw Jr., 0.
L. Gregory, Jessie Nash, J. W.
Keller, Chas. James, of Evansville;
S. W. Glover, Armour Gardner,
Laura Fowler, Joseph Friedman,
Saunders Fowler, Luke Russell, R.
G. Terrell and. Missee Faith Lang-
staff and Carrie Phillips, of Pitts-
burg. MTB. Borth entertains at cards
again tomorrow afternoon in 'honor
of her mother.
VW-1We!
For Mrs. Webb and Mrs. Phillips.
Mrs. Hamilton Parks was • the hos-
tess of a lunch/on of unusual beauty
of arrangement Thursday, given in
compliment to her guests, her moth-
er, Mrs. J. L. Webb, and sister Mrs.
Robert Phillips of Paducah, Ky., who
are being extended a number of prets Farewell Affair.
ty social courtesies. The parlor was One of the prettiest entertainments
effectively decorated in Jackson vines givsn by the ladies of Smithland for
and a prbfusion of pink carnations, quite --a while, was that givers Tiles-
and the library and dining-room were day aftern n to the members of thein crimson and green, with red
eheekd lights on the eineheng chan-
deliers. The table, ae which a con-
s
genial party of sixteen guests was
accommodated, was veiled with da-
mask and lace, and in the centre was
a great bouquet of meteor roses in
a cut-glass vase. At eac'h side were
colonial brass candlesticks with crim-
son flower shaded tapers, and similar
shaded liglos on the vinehu.ng chan-
ott the mantel and cabinets in the
apartment. Red heart valentines, to
which meteor roses were attached,
=Weed the places, and- the, earue
color was in evidence in the elabor-
ate nine-Course mean waived, the fruit
parfait, garnished with crimson rose-
buds, being especially pretty. Mrs.
Parks appeared in white eta-mine
anie„lace, and Mrs. /ebb in a black
chMbn - erepe, with touches of real
lace. Mrs. Phillips wore White panne
crepe, combined- with Duchess lace.—
Nashville Banner.
iteMed:
—
The Five Hundred Club.
Mrs. Ben Weille, of Eighth and
Jefferson, is the hostess for the meet
ing of the 500 club next Tuesday
afternoson
eiL-s-CL--seW
Entre Nous Club.
The Entre Nous club will be enter
!alive': next Tuesday afternoon by
Miss Louise Cox, at her home on
Fountain avenue.
etseLsetV
Sunday School Class
The Tenth street Clwistian church
Sunday school class of Mrs. Quincy
,Wallace, of 122 Jackson street, was
entertained Friday evening by that
lady, end a happy time was had by
the young people.
its4Lss4W
Colonial Cotillion.
The dancing class of Prof. Mahler
will give a colonial 'cotillion Thur..-
nay afternoon in 'honor of Washing-
ton's birthday. It is for the young-
er members of the large class he in-
..structs.
efteSssetets.
Interesting Reading.
The evening 4.f February 27th a
very delightful reading will be con-
dected at the Broadway „Methodist
-church by Miss Mabel Maitland,' of
Dyersburg, 'Tenn., a very cultured
and versatile young lagly of recog-
nized ability.
toWelLs-setr
The Casino Club.
Mr. John Rose and wife, of got
Trimble street, entertained quite a
crowd of friends Wednesday evening
at their home, complimentary to the
Casino club. It was a valentine af-
fair teeming with numerous interest-
ing features.
4fteeL'esellW
Annual Ball.
The annual hall of the Bricklayers'
union was given Wednesday evening
at the Brunswick hall, over the bowl
ing alley on Broadway near Fifth
street. Akout too were there enjoy-
ing themselves until a late hour, it
being a masque affair.
Charity Tea.
The ladies of the Charity club will
give one of the most beautiful char-
ity teas of the past few years in the
Palmer parlors next Thursday after-
noon from 3 until 5 o'clock. Wafers,
tea and light refreshments will be
served, while those there will volun-
tarily contribute to the charity fund.
47..tiwica
Magazine Club.
The Magazine dui will be enter
tamed Thursday aftirnoon by Mor-
Saunders A. Fowler, at her home in
"Edgewood," between West End and
Arcadia. The periodicals to be re-
ported on are Literary Digest, EV:
erybody's. Booklover, Cosmopolitan,
Century, Scribner and Gertrude
Atherton.
tsWe'r ft!
Washington's Birthday.
Next Thursday is Washington's
Birthday and will be recognized. in
the public schools, Supt. C. M. Lieb
yesterday announcing that the stud-
ents would be dismissed Wednesday
afternoon, and not come back until
Friday morning. There will not be
any exercises or programme in the
different rooms, complinientary to
the anniversary of the birt4 of the
Father of Our Country.
The library trustees have ordered
that the library, at Ninth and Broad-
way, be closed all of that day out of
respect to the dead of years ago.
The Daughters' of the American
Kevolution have decided not to give
any entertainment or other affair in
celebration of the anniversary, like
they have done herettnfore.
Valentine Party.
Miss Emily Upton, of New Or-
leans. Friday afternoon entertained 11,
party of young lady 'friends with a
charming Valentine party at the resi-
dence of her aunt, Mrs. Dr. D. G.
%well, of Broadway, near , Seventh
strekt. The afternoon was charming-
ly spent at cards, the tallies for which
were be-ribboned heart-shaped. val-
eteines, with pictures of ye belles and
beaux of olden tim&.
The prize was a group of violets
gayly bunched with ribbons The
gathering was one of exceeding de.
light to the select few there.
Woman's
few invite
Champion
owtionary society and a
guests, by Miss Laura
Onor of Mrs. John K
Hendrick, who
Paducah.
Features
is soon to leave for
of the entertainment giv-
en were as follows: Pink pasteboard
hearts were passed to each of th.:
guests with the request to write
valiantine, and, the collection was
one Arf comic and sentimental poetic
and proae productions of rare species.
Next was the passing of twelve heart
shaped paper bags of beans which re
suited in a confusion of tongues and
a great rattle and- clatter of, loose
beaale upon the, deem...Then five min-
ute attempt at seriousness, which was
anything but serious. Refreshments
of pink And White cake with pink
cream carnenex4 as a very enjoyable
feature. Then two members at a
time engaged in a "so say, say you
witheint laughing" feature. Ift this,
all gave way to temptation to laugh
except Miss Datist.COwper and Mrs.
Nettie Presnell, Mrs. W. I. Clarke
and Mrs. L. T. Worten, 'Mrs. E.
B. Sedberry and- Miss Mettle Wil-
son, who received prizes for their
seriousness. Then Mrs. Hendrick
was presented with a book by the
hostess.—Livingston Banner.
s'ILW•41W
Wedding Anniversaries.
Dr. and Mrs. Otho Powell, of 612
Madison street, Wednesday evening
entertained a number of friends com-
plimentary to the first anniversary of
their marriage.
Thursday evening Mr. aind Mrs
;tarry ,Coitineeeigiogsually entertained
their Mends out Of compliment to the
first anniversary of their unison also.
Both were charming affairs very
tsjeryable to those there,
tftstilleseW
Theatrical Parties.
'Many Paducahans have gone to
Miemphis, Tenn., the past week to
witness the Ben Hur performance
which had an unprecedented run
there, giving two productions daily
before housands of people. It goes
to Nashville today for a week's stay.
Yesterday there returned from
Memphis where they witnessed the
play, Mts. W. J. Hills, Misses
Blanche, Grace and Helen Hills, Su-
san Wetherell, Belle Cave of her-.
and Mrs. Irvin MeArthur and Miss
Leon Kessell, of 'Michigan. the two
latter of whom are guests at the Hill
home. on North Ninth street.
ensoMnellE
Birthday Affair.
Many friends were entertaiied
Thursday evening by Mt. and Mrs.
Finis Scott, of 1339 Jackson street,
complimentary to the thirty-tsird
anniversary of the birth of the
former. Many games were indulged
in, and dainty refreshments partaken
of
Those there were: Mr. and Mrs. J.
C. Cummings, Mr. and Mrs. Phdlip
Rogers, Mr. and Mrs. R. N. Scott,
Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Akers, Mr. and
Mrs. J. T. Scott, Mr. and Mrs. T E.
Schaffer, 'Nies. John . Adams, Mrs.
John Gorman, Mrs. J. E. Deleach;
Nffssee Cora VVIoods, Minnie Sim-
mons, Annie Stein, Mary Easley,
Willie Rideler; 'Messrs. Earl G. 'Grif-
fin, Albert Sett and Jack Kirkrran.
keLelLses-se
Komus Club.
Mr. Clifford Blackbiun, of South
Eleventh street, was host for the
meeting Tuesday evening of the
Komus chits that spent a most charm-
ing time as guests of this popular
young man. During the card game
the gemlemarr's gift went to Mr.
Jack Parkham, while Miss Ethel Mk-
Mahon took that for the young lady,
and the host that for the best lone
band.
During the evening a business ses-
?don was held and new officers
chosen, as follows; John Cathey.
president; Clifford Blackburn. vice
president; Mrs. Myrtle Parkham.
secretary, and Mr. Jack Parkham
official puncher.
Mrs. Jack Parkham, of South
Sixth, entertains the club the com-
ing Tuesday.
In Honor of m-zgi:
Mrs. Wt J1. Hills and daughter,
Mks Helen Mlle, of North Ninth
street, will F+Sday entertain at cards,
complimentary -to their charming
guests, Mrs. Irvin MacAtthur, of La
Pierre, Mich.. ncl Mike Leone kessell,
of Pontiac, Mich
ietelivew
Play by Schchars.
The members of the Dramatic club
of the Paducah High school, are pre-
paring to present an entertaining
little play, the work of a gifted
affiliate of that body, Miss Carry
I-14m, one of the brightest of the
students. The play is entitled "Dead
Brokers" and the club is now arrang-
ing te produce same at the auditor-
ium of the Washington building on
West Broadway. The young people
are natnrally taking much additional
interest in this piece, realizing it is
the compilation of their popular as-
sociate.
Afternoon Tea.
Mrs. Ethridge Palmer, of West
Clark street, Theirs-day 'afternoon en-
tertained a party of friends with a
charming tea. complimentary to Mrs.
E. C. -Hendritkes of Washington, TT.
C., who regirled, here many years ago,
and is mother of Mir. Calvin Hen'
dricke, Chief engineer of the mam-
moth sewerage system intended for
Baltimore.
'Mrs, Hendricks is a very versatile
asnd talented woman warmly greeted
by her many friends here. Those at
the tea were Judge anif Mrs. 'Camp-
bell, Mr. and Mrs Given Campbell,
Mrs. Florence Moequot. Mrs. Mary
Mbequot Watson, Mrs, D. M. Flour-
noy, Mire. Wiry Alexander, Captain
and -Mr c Tiarrison Watts, Mrs.
20 PIECES FINE QUALITY
WHITE PERSIAN LAWN,
WORTH 20C, A BARGAIN AT ...
15 CENIS
so LARGE WHITE QUILTS,
HEMMED ENDS, PRICE AS
bONG AS THEY LAST 
$1.00
moo flizno WHITE SHEETS. HEM-
MED AND SEAMLESS, YOU
CAN'T BEAT THEM FOR THE
PRICE, 
50 CENTS
so RUGS IN VELVETS AND AX-
MINISTERS, ALL SIZES FROM
exg TO 12X15, MADE OF SHORT
LENGTHS AT 3-4 PRICE OF THE
CARPET.
A -NOBY LOT 0 FTAN JACKETS
JUST IN. PRICES FROM
$5.00 TO $15
will pay you to examine them.
L. B. Ogilvie (0, Co•
BROADWAY AND FOURTH
Campbell Flournoy, Mrs. Laura
Fowler, Mrs. Bettie Sherman Mrs.
Mary Burnett, Mrs. Muscoe Burnett,
Miss Mary Morton, Miss Rebecca
Allen, the Misses Nas'h, N. B. Nash
and J. F. Smith.
PatilL4010
Delphic Club.
Mrs. Muscoe Burnett presented a
paper Tuesday morning at the Del-
phic club meeting, on "Maria-Thresa-
The Court,", Mrs. George C. Wallace
reported on Louise de 14 Vallerie"
and Miss Katnit‘sn Whitefield
"Madame Sevigne." All were very
entertaining and instructive.
40101C442
Mrs. Reeves' Party.
At her charming home on Eighth
and J fferson streets M're. Robert L.
Reeves entertained with a delightful
card party Wednesday afternoon.
The tables were tilled with animated
players, and during the game Mrs.
Richard G. Terrell captured the game
trophy,- while that for the lone hand
went to NWs. Victor Voris. Each of
the gifts were pretty, hand painted
pieces cf chinaware. Following the
cards a`most tempting and delightful
luncheon Was partaken of by the
guests..
elksers--1-1V
Masquerade Party.
Quite a number of friend-s were
entertained Thursday evening by
Miss Gertrude Voight with a Valen-
tine masquerade party, which furn-
ished huge enjoyment to all, the
Inasqn?s of many being very comical
and amusing. During the evening
the little folks whiled away the sev-
eral happy hours at varied, diversions,
while dainty refreshments were
served. Master Nelson Brnadfoot
captured the prize as beipg the best
masqued guests
411141V4111
Afternoon at Cards.
The appartments of Mrs, Hubbard
Wells, in the Empire flats, on Broad-
tense near Seventh street, were the
scene of a charming card. party Fri-
day afternoos. The affair was one
of a patriotic nature with decorations
of red white and blue, while con-
spicuous amongst the arrangements
were several beautifully draped
American flags.
Mrs. Linear Orm took the game,
prize, while to Miss Clara Thomp-
son fell that for the best lone hand
player. Fourteen -tables were filled
with -players, w'ho after the game,
enjoyed a sumptuous repast served
by the entertaining hostess. ,
41 ILIALLAI
As You Like It Club.
-Most pleasantly was the As You
Like It elph entertained Friday even-,
jute by Mr. and Mrs. Ws' Armour
Gardner, of Fonntain avenue, near
Broadway. Being The week - of St.
Valentine appropriate features ...pre-
vailed at the charming assembly of
the ladies and gentlemen, both in the
decorations, game and luncheon.
Nine tables were tilled nith players,
including the club member., and
supplimentary guests to WI vaceit
places. The club trophy went .1
Mks. J. Victor Voris, while Mrs.
James E. English captured that for
the visitors. The gentlemen's gift
was taken by Mr. Henry Rudy.
Following the. cards an attractive
course lc:ie.:icon Wnt partaken of.
ItsiEssole
Entre Nous Club.
Miss Ethel Brooks ei Seventh end
Madison streets entertained , most
'happily the Entre Nvus club Thins-,
day afternoon, at which time the St.
Valentine features prevailed, the dec-
orations being red and white, while
the tally cards were heart
-shaped- in
arrangement.
Misses Retie Hatfield and I.eone
Keeeell captured the gifts for Vte
game- that was followed with service
of a light luncheon.
Those there were: Misses Lillie
Mae Winstead, Nell Holland,
Blanche Hills, rMarjorie' Bagby,
Louise ('ox, Retie Hatfield, Mootlue
llopkini, Mei), Owen, Robbie Loving,
Rella and israisees Coleman, Susie
Thompson, Fsaices Terrell, Lillie
Mae MicGlathery, Ethel Brooks.
4114111Hfla •
Mrs. McCandless' Party,
At her elegant home, on West
Jefferson street, Mrs John NIcCand-
less yesterday afte..noon entertained
quite a party of friends at carde,
complimentary to Mks. Samuel Mc-
Candless of Sagiogyt, Mich., who is
visiting at that home. The home was
beautifully decorated with a scheme
of red which proved unusually at-
tractive.
Those there were: Mesdames Allen
Ashcraft, Henry Hughes, J. C. Flours
noy, Victor Voris, W. A. Gardner,
Muscoe Burnett, J. E. English, Wil-
liam Gilbert, Clifford Budd, William
McPherson, William Marble Robert
M'acMfillen, C. C. Warren, George B.
Hart, Hubbard Wells, W. B. Mills,
Luke Russell, Harry Williamson,
Irvin 'MleArthur, of Lapeer, Mich.;
Percy Paxton, Jiohn Donovan, C. L.
Van Meter, John Little, Clara Cullee,
James P. 'Laffey, of Cincinnati;
Miseee , Faith Langstaff,' Monima
Hopkins, Frances Herndon, Susan
Wetherahl, Blanche Hills, Flora Nall,
of tr-Itsisville; Zella Russell of Athens,
Ala.; Leone Kessc11; of Pontiac.
Mich..; Anne S-herrill Baird.
4104teetW
Charming Assembly..
The home of Mrs. James Utter-
back, in Arcadia, was the scene of .a
most delightful assembly Tuesday
afternoon when this- popular matron
delightfully entertained inany at
card!. The handsome residence
Centinued' on Page Seven.)
GRAND EVENT
Miss Alice Now Mrs. Nick
Longworth.
TO STRAINS MARINE BAND
'PARTY MARCHES TO ALTAR
Gorgeous Decorations and Exquisite
Gowns Make Scene Dazzling
and Bewildering.
•
LEFT ON BRIDAL TOUR
FOLLOWISO THE LUNCHEON
Washington, 1). C., Fib. 17.—NO
-social event ni the history of this
country has ever .attracted as much
interest in all sections of the country
and among all classes of the popula-
-tion, as she wedding of Alice Roose-
velt, eldest daughter of President
'Roosevelt. to Congreseman Niebblas
Longworth, of Ohio. The popularity
tit Miss Rssosevelt's father, coupled
with the undeniable fact that all the
world love's a lover, particularly if
that lover is the daughter of the chief
executive of the country and has en-
deared herself by her naturalness and
Democratic ways, has made the wed-
ding of Miss Roosevelt a national
event in the full sense of the word.
The wedding castle quite near being
considered an international event,
and, to some extent, has assumed
that character, although President
Roosevelt, with true Democratic
spirit, tried his best to prevent it.
There was a time when Frances Fol-
som, who became the wife of Presi-
dent Cleveland, while the latter was
-in office, was the most popular
woman in the country, but 
'mo ,
piipti-
•larity and the interest taken in the
great event of her life, were as noth-
ing compared with the universal and
sympathetic interest taken every-
',there in Alice Roosevelt's Wedding.
The Arrival of the Goats.
The beginning of tlie ceremony had
been set for high noon, but the first
carriages with guests began to at'-
• shortly after eleven o'clock. and
when the noon hour approached.
there was- an uninterrupted line of
carriages depositing their occupants
at the hospitable door of the -White
li °use .
It had been intended to limit the
number of guests Who were to be
present at the wedding in the East
room to 850, but it is safe to say that
this number was exceeded by several
hundred.
Women in beautiful gowns, men of
distinguished appearance, in military
uniforms, the rieh garb of the diplo-
matic crops of the less picturesque
costume prescribed for ordinary civil-
ians at noonday functions of this
character, crowded the space reserved
for the invited guests and awaited
patiently the beginning of the cere-
mony.
The Wadding Ceremony.
A few minutes before noon Bishop
Satterlee, of Washington, and the
Rev. Roland Cotton Smith, rector to
St. John's Episcopal church, who
were to perform, respectively assist
in the ceremony, arrived in the East
room and took their places within the
enclosure of white ribbons, forming a
barrier around the floral altar. A few
minutes later the bridegroom, ac-
companied by his best man, Mr.
Thomas Nelson Perkins, entered the
room and took their positions at the
side of the altar, where they awaited
the arrival of the bridal party.
Several of the aides of the presi-
dent acted as floor managers and un-
•obtrusively mingled with the specta-
tors, to prevent crowding.
At the stroke of twelve the Marine
Band in the lotshy began to play the
wedding march from Wagner's "Lo-
hengrin," and at the same •moment
the bridal party started in two col-
umns toward the East room.
"The bridal party proper descended
from the upper floor by way of the
private stairway, between the state
dining room and the hreakillit room
and moved through the wide corridor
which runs isso feet from West to
East in the mansion, to the East ,The young bride 
looked charming in
room. 
ihe rich gown and raidantly l'inPpy•
The bride leaned on her father's The ha
ppy couple were surrotinded
arm and walked with stately and by, the guests, who 
thowettot their
dignified steps. Mrs. itn„c„it congratulatio
ns upon the groom and
walked with her son Kersnit, miss their most en
thusiastic good wishes
tioon the bride. Young Mrs. Long-
Ethel with her brother Aediihald and
wa,Iwbrth displeatd remarkable tact andthe baby of the family, Quentin,
bonditcteti 4sy Ms cousin, Wlhiamn S.!recived the 
felicitations of her nom-
.erous friends with dignity, Whidh,4owles, SI the Mile son of Capt. and
Mrs. Wilnam S. Cowles, mirs. Grorgelhowever, di
d not altogether prevent
occasional outbursts of youthful en-C lot, the venerableosranchnother of
the beide, and urs. William 5.1 thusia
sm, one of her most Character-
comes walked, tobetkier and wer`e I istic charms.
followed 'by the Other smemfbers of The Wedding Gifts.
the Lee, ROOSevelf and Longworth It is extremely doubtful whether
families who had come from all parts any bride who was not a princess of
of the country to attend the wedding. royal blood was ever so river vthelmed
The eight ushers selected by the with wedding presents as Mrs. LOtrg•
bridegroom awaited the bridal party worth.
at the foot of the stairs and preceded For w wedding gifts of every
them to the East room, Where they deberiotioiefilflave been flowing hitt+
arranged themselves, four on each the White House, until the library
side, forming an aisle. They held was actually filled 'with the gifts.
white ribbons in such a way that they They came from every part of the
farmed an arh, beneath which the United' States, from every corner of
bridal. party marched toward the the world and varied in value from
altar. The ushers were (Piney a ew dollars to a king's raesorts.
Adorns Shaw, 41..alostonis: Fredetsick • Rich and Poor Contribute.
Winthrop, of New York; -Fran-Cis R. 
I
'Nlothing gives streinger proof of
Bangs, of 'Boston; Guy Norman, of the popularity of the bride than the
Boston; B. A. Wallingford, of Cincin- fact that the wedding presents sent
•
nati; Larz Anderson, of Washington,
D. C.; the Vicomte Charles de Chain-:
bruin and Theodore Roo4evelt, Jr.,
the eldest son of thepresident.
The Critical Moment. 
Thewedding ceremony was ' con-
ducted in accordance with the ritual
of the Episcopal church, Ifishop'Sat-
tmeee officiating and the Rev. Dr.
Roisad Cotton Ste-i-t-h---aseitsting in the
cerdennety. !)urine. the progress oi
the censineay the toy' s', choir' 'St;
John', church sang a number of
;acted selections, including Mr.
Longsvorth's • 'favorite, "Bei Theo
Faithful Pito Death," from "F;ijaii,'
and a selection from the Song •o:
Solomon, "My Beroved Cometh."
When the critical moment arrived
and Bishop Satterlee asked the all-
important question, the bride answer-
ee with a firm and clearly eudible
will." The answer of tiet bride-
groom, although undotrittedfy also in
the affirmative, was by no means as
.se/Olstiekeliw auswer of
partner.
Apex the ceremony the ushers, who
ad 'been guarding the approach to
the 'floral altar, formed in line and
preceded the bridal party on their re-
cessional, while the Marine Band
played an animated march.
lestmediately following the ushers
walked the newly married couple and
the other members of the family
marched in pairs behind them. The
cortege ascended to the upper floor
by way of the state stairway, on the
East side of the btsikling, instead of
returning by way of the private stair-
way.
The Bridal Dress.
Miss 'Alice Roosevelt looked lovely
in 'her magnificent bridal costume.
The risen was cut in Nieces, style,
which is particularly becoming to the
slender and graceful figure of - the
bride. It was of pearl white satin,
showing a design of roses outlined in
silver thread on the plain background.
The material was specially woven in
one of the Paterson, N. J., silk mills
and the design then destroyed to
prevent duplication. The skirt was
plain and tight fitting around the hips
and waist, with no trimming what-
ever. The bodice was tight fitting as
far as the bust, where it draped soft-
ly in crosswise folds, the fronts
fastening in alternate tabs, showing
a vest of soft tulle, which began at
the end of the yoke. The transparent
yoke was of real rose point lace, an
heirloom of the Lee family. The
sleeves were of etbow length, being
Finished with soft ruffles of the same
lace. The train, fully three yards
long, began at the shoulders, was of
heavy white broche lined with plain
white satin and finished on the sides
and at the bottom with ruches of
chiffon.
The bridal veil, another family
heirloom, was of soft tulle, falling al-
most to the bottom of the train. It
was held by a spray of orange blos-
soms, falling loosely over the
coiffure. The bride carried no
flowers, but only a small, ivory
bound prayer book the same which
tier mother carried at her wedding.
Miss Roosevelt had originally in-
tended to use for her bridal dress
some of the magnificent satins, bro-
cades and other costly materials
which 'had been presented to her by
the Empress Dowager of China, and
other Oriental potentates, whom she
had visited during her trip last year.
She changed her plans, 'however, up-
on the suggestion of the president,
oho called her attention to the fact
that it would be more appropriate
for her to eelect for her
bridal dress only materials of
American mamilacture
The Wedding Luncheon
After the wedding party had left
the east room the invited guests form
ed in groups and gradually made
their way to the famous blue room,
where the wedding luncheon was to
he ser.ol. It was fully t o'clock
when Mr. and Mrs. Nicholas Long-
worth made their appearance.
When Mrs. Longworth returned
to the guests, she wore a charming
reception gown of the richest white
silk, cut low neck, trimmed with a
bertha of rare lace, sleeves dropping
off the shoulder into a puff, finished
with a hand of lace just about the
elbow. The body of the skirt and
the bodice was ornamented with
beautiful embroidered butterflies of
various sizes. The smaller one* in
the tipper part of the dress were flat,
while the- lasers oses to...n:1 the bot-
tom of the dress had raised wings.
E ASY
TO
B UY!
E ASY
TO
P AY! THE  L'ARGEST 11-OUSEFURNISHERS IN THE WORLD.
STOVES AND RANGES
Here you will find the GREAT BUCK'S WHITE
ENAMELED LINE, the "Peace Maker," second to
none. Many happy homes are made by the use of
[ $11.00 Gets one guaranteed for 15 years.
DRAPERIES
Lace Curtains, Top and Rope
Portiers in great variety. Pat-
terns and prices suitable for all.
You can save money by buy-
ing here.
E ASY
TO
BUY! 
E ASY
TO
P AY!
FURNITURE
In this department you will find incomparable
values, as well as quality and quantity. Our aim
has been to give von tip-to-date goods and at close
margins.
GET OUR PRICES BEFORE PURCHASING.
ART
Our Art Room Is a place of
beauty, well worth your trip to
our store.
Prices Right
CARPETS AND MATTINGS
We show the largest line in the latest creations
in Drnggets and all styles of floor coverings ever
before exhibited in Paducah. Also Oil Cloths mid
Linoleums,
$10.75 Gets a full size 9x12 Jute Smyrna Rug
MATTINGS, 9 cents per yard up.1
GRAPHOPHONES and
PHONOGRAPHS
Both Edison and Columbia Ma-
chines and Records.
7-in. Disc 35c; 10-in. 60c.
Columbia cylinder 25c.
Edison, 35c.
OFFICE
This department is complete
with all the latest Cabinets and
Files, suitable for up-to-date
business men.
Manufactured by Yawman &
Erbe, which is enough said.
QUEENSWARE AND CHINA
We can now offer you nice assortments of Hay!-
land & Co. Ch!na, both in white and decorated.
PRICES RIGHT. Our line of English and American
Porcelain is also complete.
$5.00 gets a 100-piece set.
$2.42 gets a 42-piece set.
Kitchen Cabinets
Get one of these "labor and
money savers." Here you will
find the McDougal line as well
as a cheaper make.
$4 gets a good one.
PARLOR
This line must be reduced to
make room for spring goods. All
prices cut.
$22.50 gets a
$45 Davenport.
to her from ail parts of the world
were by no means all sent by the
wealthy people or the heads of gov-
ernments. Many of the gifts came
from comparatively poor people,
farmers in some of the Western
states, artisans and others not rich-
ly endowed with worldly goods.
From those sources the bride has
received enough vituale ' to. feed a
good sized family for a year. Among
the gifts were potatoes, all kinds of
vegetables and fruit, pumpkins, egg;
and even coal in generous quanti-
ties.
Off On Their Wedding Trip.
The wedding luncheon and recep-
tion lasted until 3 o'clock, when Mr.
and Mrs. Nichplas Longworth re-
tired to prepare themselves for their
departure on their wedding trip. An
'hour later the newly married couple
was driven to the Pennsylvania stat
tion, where the special Pullman car
"Republlic," spiciatly fatted up for
the bridal trip, stood ready to receive
them. Mrs. Longworth looked
charming in her traveling gown of
tan cloth, cut in princess style and
with a short bolero jacket*. The
skirt was trimmed with folds of chif-
fon velvet of the same shade as the
cloth. The upper part of the waist
and sleeves were tan chiffon and
lace. The little coat was trimmed
with bands of velvet. With this cos-
tume she wore a tri-cornered 'hat of
tan velvet, with a bird of paradise at
the side, fastened with a tortoise-
shell and silver buckle.
The final destination of the trip
was cartfully kept secret, but it is
nnderstood the couple will go South,
probably to Georgia and will pay a
visit to the 'home of 'her mother.
Later they intend to spend a week or
more at Palm Beach, Fla.
The car in which they wil/ travel
on their Southern trip, is a fairy
palace on wheels. It is ten feet
wide and, eighty feet long and is
equipped in the most artistic and lux
utioua manner.
The 'trip will only last about three
weeks, aS the session of congress
makes it necessary for Mr. Long-
worth to return to Washington/Af-
ter their return the young couple
will live at the John Davis Jones
hopie on Eighteenth. street, and Mfrs.
Nicholas Longworth, Sr., will take
cart of the househild to relieve the
young and inexperienced bide of all
household duties.
After the adjournment of congress
Mr. and' Mrs. Longworth intend to
go to Europe and spend some time
in the capitals of the principal coun-
tries.
The lease of 'their house in Wash-
ington runs two years and then Mr.
and Mrs. Longworth will go td Cin-
cinnati, where they will reside.at the
Long-worth mansion "Rookwoiad,"
*'l
which is a veritable museum filled
with the most beautiful and costly
l art- treasures.i
Bad Dreams Kill Woman.
Evansville, Ind., Feb. 17.—Mrs. W.
P: Miller of Petersburg, lnd., was
seized with a severe attack of night-
mare last night and died before help
could reach her.
COUNCIL ACCUSED OF GRAFT
Civil Federattion of Sault Ste. Marie,
Mich., Plans Crusade.
Sault Ste. Metric, Mich., Feb. 17.—
The reform wave has struck the Soo.
A meeting will be held to form a civic
federation to force the aldermen to
do their duty. It is charged as one
element qf the graft situation that the
aldermen refuse to order meters put
in the water pipes and thus trap the
corporations, which, it is said, are
stealing city water. The average con-
sumption of water is 289 gallons per
capita, where the normal could be
moo gallons.
LADIES TAKE
COGNIZANCE
HEARTILY APPROVE ACTION
OF ALDERMEN IN REJECT-
ING LICENSES
"Red Letter Day" Celebrated by the
W C. T. U. at Last Thurs-
day's Gathering.
(Communicated.)
At the regular meeting of the W.
C. T. U. last Thursday -afternoon.
the first business trairsacted after the
tegular opening exercises was the
offering and adoption of she follow-
ing resolution which passed unani-
mously: "Resolved, That as i; is a
'cardinal principle o[ the Woman's
Christian Temperance Union 'that
any buemess that cannot succeed by
complying with the law should not
certtinue, this union hereby would
place on record with the expressed
views of the law,abidtng and better
class of citizens of Paducah, its
hearty approval ef the action of the
hoard of aldermen at their last meet
ing in refusing a license to seven
saloons and in warning those con-
tinuing that the laws must' he 0401Y-
led."
After the ado of the ersolu-
it
tion the remainder of the day was
given to the memory of Miss Frances
E. Willard whose earthly labors were
ended February 17, 1898. Ever since,
that day has been observed as a Red
Letter day on both sides of the At-
lantic wherever the White Ribbon is
worn. The Paducah union, how-
ever, observed February 15. The
president, Mrs. Eliza l'uryear, read
the one hundred and forty-sgeth
psalm, known as the Crusade Psalm.
Mrs. Fannie Dunn read a poem
written by Rev. Wm. Hunter, editor
of the Pittsburg Christian Advocate
in 1874, called the "Battle Hymn of
the Crusade," and sung during the
crusade at Xenia, Ohio.
Mrs. Pearl Norvell read an ac-
count of Miss Willard's funeral serv-
ice at Evanaton, Ill., where she is
buried, also an account of the first
great meeting of Christian temper
ance women, which was heidNat Cin-
cinnati, in May, 1874. The call for
this convention was issued by Mrs.
Stanley, president of the Akron
Temperance league, and accepted by
the temperance women of Cincinnati.
It was a mass convention; no re-
strictions were placed on representa-
tion and men' as well as women were
admitted as ,:elegates.
The local committee had secured
the basement of the Ninth street
Baptist church for the convention,
but soo delegates and a large con-
course or citizens made it necessary
to throw open the .large auditorium,
which was soon crowded to its ut-
most capacity. This convention
lasted two days and the interest be-
came so great that mass meetings
were also held in two other churches.
This Was the nerve center, so to
speak, of that great movement des-
tined to develop in a few short
months into an organizatoin that
with its White Ribbon now belts the
globe.
Mrs. Julia Miles read "A Message
from Miss Willard's Bible," by Eliza
beth F. Gordon. The writer says•
"It is a well worn book. Every one
who visits the home looks upon th...
Bible with reverence. How wonder-
fully the annotatirers reveal - the
growtts•of her beautiful life."
Miss. Christine Mayers- read a
poem entit'ed "Since She Went
Home," written by Ethel Maude
Colson. •
Mrs. Dorothy Koger, superintend-
ent of Red Letter days, and who had
arranged the program for the day,
read the address of Hon. Frankli•t
E. Brooks, representative from Col-
orado, on the acceptance of the
statue of Miss Willard by the United
States congress, February 77, 1905.
In his address Mr. Brooks said: In.
her life she, graced and adorned ev-
ery circle. She added strength and
force to every council. She pro-
moted and advanced eters, good
cause to a degree that we do not yet
fully appreciate. She stands now as
a type of the loftiest endeavor of the
later years of the nineteenth cen-
tury. Such 7a work and such a life
knows no sex. It is for mankind.
Miss Jettie Elliott read an account
of the many women's clubs that owe
their growth and efficiency to the
pioneer woman's organization, the
W. C. T. U. • Prominent among
these stand the National Council of
Women, the Mothers' Congress, the
Catholic Women's League and a very
host of others. The writer closes
with these words: "Let us thank God
most of all, that in the supreme court
of pablic opinion the greatest suit at
law of the century is set for trial.
Long delayed, and often ruled out of
court it 'has come squarely to the
front at last. It now heads the
tloCket, and the clear cut issue reads:
The Women of the Nation vs. the
Liquor Traffic."
The names of *Tee honorary mein
bets were received. Honorary mem-
bers are men who become such by
signing the W. C. T. U. pledge
and paying a membership fee of one
dollar, the fees to be devoted to
home work.
ORDERS "LID" FOR SUNDAY
No Saloons Must Be Open Then,
Says Columbus, O., Mayor.
Coltmbus, 0., Feb. 77.—Mayor
Badger has instructed the chief of
police tto order his men to close gll
the saloons in Columbus Sunday.
The order is 'emphatic and there is
said to be no "string' to it. Chief
O'Connor says he will see that both
the bade and front doors I if the near-
ly 700'saloons are tightly closed. •
This will be the first time in sixteen
years ,since the saloons In Columbne•
were hot open on Sunday.
LARGE IMPROVEMENT
Made in Havskins Bros'. Restaurl
- HAWKINS BROS. HAVE COM•
PLETED THE ADDITION TO
THEIR RESTAURANT, ADDING
40 FEE( T TO. THEIR DINTNO
ROOM AND A NEW COOKING
DEPARTMENT. THESE ADDI-
TIONS GIVE THEM AMPLE
ROOM TO BETTER CARE FOR
THEIR GROWING BUSINESS,
AND THE PUBLIC IS NOW RE-
CEIVING THE BEST RESTAU-
RANT SERVICE EVER KNOWN
LN THE CITY.
SINCE THEY JIAVE COM-
PLETED THE ,ADDITION
THEIR RESTAURANT THEY
WILL BEGIN- MONDAY NIGHT
ITO SF.T A BUFFET DINNER AT
I1 LOW kir OF;
i , . lrtJ
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; Electric .
Tye corporatiou grime are trying
to move theaven'llid earth in their
'efforts to saddleiss..hghting contract
, 2,
on the city of Paducah which has be-
bind it a sinister. motive. Figures
have been dug up-from some where,
which those papers attempt to make
the public believe represent the cost
to the city of the lights now being
furnished from Its Van plant. The
Sun declares, "Average cost of
lights per year under city ownerShip
$84.92." Those figures are false. It
takes less ehan $8,000 to operate the
city plant a year, which, at that fig-
ure makes the 165 lights cost $48.48
per year each, It is said that the
city plant is worthless, if that be
true, and it is. not, for it furnishes
light every night, $48.48 would rep-
resent 'the full 'cost per light. But
h.t's value the plant at $25,000, and
add to per cent, of that sum for de-
preciation and interest, and that will
irterease the cost per light $15.15 or
$03.63 per light, and not $84.92 as
the Sun deliberately states it. If
the plant is practically worthless as
charged, every business man knows
the expense of oper:.oing it is mud.
heavier, therefore, if ,he plant is
placed in, first-class condition, and
200 or more hshts used, it does not
take an expert to readily figure that
it will then cost the city less than
$50 a year per light, and not $99 as
"e•iinsetea" by the q2rtThe !zght
lug corporation proposes to furnish
the light at $62.50, or 25 per cent I
more than the figure at which the
city, at the very highest calculation,
could furnish its own lightc, and in-
stead of the corporatioa's proposi-
tion saving the city money, the city
would have to pay $12.5o more per
light, and which, on 200 ligibts,
means to pay $2,500 per year just for
the ptivilege of giving the contract
to thelighting company. Nor is this
all, with the corporation's proposi-
tion goes the shutting down of the
city's plant and the last vestige' of(
competition wiped out, and a. com-
plete Merropoly of every electric and
gas, light in the city vested in that
-torpotatioti, . Those people are here
-to melte agooeyiqnrd to acquire whas
they •Iiiite,- 48-10fitir round price was
paid tei a eelect few who pose as
progressive citizens.
We are somewhat surprised at the
greed If the corketay as made mani-
fest in its pipposition. Considering
the fact that thousands of citizfris of
Paducah are in favor of enlarging
the city's ,plant. so as to enable it to
furnish commercial lighting and pow-
er, and thereby come in direct com-
petition with the light and power
company, that company, Its a cold
blooded business proposition, in Or-
der to eliminate any chance
petition couldcOuld 'afford, to furnilejs, -
• -city of Paducah 'street 'fights for as'
a year or $5,000 for 200 11015, yet it.
endeavors through its organs and the.
influence of the very . men from
Whom they bought their present
holdings, to saddle A' contract on the
city for $62156 a tg4, Viwn the city
with a first-cilia pliant' can ft7:751;
its own lights for less 'thee $50 a
tight. As to the Irene of a monop-
oly, the consolidated 'lighting and
power companies in 'their fight to
prevent the general council of-Louis-
ville from giving another company
a franohiselbt lighting and Power in
that city, comes forward viith a prop-
osition that if the city will refuse to
grant the new 'Company a franchise,
the present company will reduce the
1 'rates to consumers forty per cent.
This demonstrates beyond doubt the
value of a monopoly. A. l *la own-
ed and operated v IIi -ity , 0 fur-s,„
well equipped plant owned by the
city rou'll furnishing the sfreet lights,
it could with very, little. More ex-
pense produce atigiurnisb cornier-
dal lights and 'Fairer mugh aeaper
than,' bite . priva,tetompa.py.
Eten if it. wer
,..
e granted that (he
corporatiop organ's figures are cor-
rect, lettLehey are nOt,-what would
the saving of a‘ few cents in taxes be
to a man if he had to .pay a. good
round price for lights as the result
of a monopoly? We believe the
gentlemen who have their money in-
vested in the • lighting and power.
Octet/tarty are entitled to a fair profit
on their investment, bat we also be-.
lleVe‘thati the general council as the
representatives of the people should
see to it that every safeguard possi-
ble it erected to protect the citizens
from any possible danger of imposi-
tion 'or increased cost irrliviag in this
city. if a Louisville company can
afford to give private consumers a
reduction of forty per cent, why can
not companies seeking a monopoly
in other cities do the .same Yet
we find no suc'h inducement incor-
porated in the proposition that is
now being urged upon the city, but
on the ,contrary we do find that to
accept the contract means for the
city to pay more for its public light3
than it can produce them itself.
There is a legal phase to the case
in 'hand which we will not attempt to
discuss at this time, but will merely
say that even, if the general council
did accept the proposition, that there
proposed, any taxpayer
it out in the lourts.
t • t
Little Rock and Paducah.
In this issue of The Register is
published a letter from Mayor
Lenon, of little Rock, Ark., in
which the gives the figures on light-
ing the streets of that city. The
city Owns its plant at a cost of $55,-
coo which furnishes 320 lights. -We
understand Paducall's plant cost
$4c,000 andl!r.rriises if, lights, ibis
makes it plain that there is room for
improvement in dealing with the
question in Paducah. The full cost
as per capacity is Little Rock $172
per light, Paducah $242 per light. In
the matter of operating expenses
'Little Rock last year paid $11,273, or
a cost of $35.23 per light. Paducah
his year. expects to operate the plant
on $7,280, or $44.12 per light; still
more room for iimprovement in Pa-
ducah. The..difffrence in the operat-
ing expenses at Little Rock last
year and what Paducah proposes to
expend for operating expenses this
year is SAM'. For that $3,993 ad-
ditiojial, Little Rock furnished 155
mire lights 'than the number in ,Pa-
ducah which Makes the 'cost of the
additional lights $35.74 each per
year. This demonstrates that each
additional light costs less.
What Little Rock and hundreds of
other cities are doing, Paducah can
dn. The majority of the people ^f
Paducah have expressed a desire for
improvement in every direction pos-
sible, and they look with general disi
appointment upon any member of
the general council, wall° before he
has made an effort to do those
things, shows a disposition to evade
the duties to which • he . has been
elected .and to abaneltin one of the
departments of the city to people
who have a' motive in view that
bodes no good to those who elected
auto, weak-kneed persons to a seat in
the, geperal council.
•
The public in considering the fig-
ures given out., by the corporation
organs should not overlook the fact
that in arriving at the cost of the
lights produced by the Isity that the
value, of the city's plant, anywhere
from $25,000 to $40,000 is figured in,
but when it comes to giving the fig-
ures at which the lighting company
proposes to furnish the lights, the
value of the city's plant is not fig-
ured in. To make it plain, under
the company's proposition the city
must close down and abandon its
plant: to close it down for ten years
ia-merely to make scrap iron out of
it, therefore if it 4 valued at, say
$240,000 then $2,500 1ti year most be
siNgif to, the company's figures, or
nish commercial lighting is the on• $12.50 more per light, added to the
thing not wanted bylitthe corporate $62.50 makes. the cost to the city
interests. It was argued by a cor- $75 per light eaeh year, whn e a foodI
poration organ, a few ,ys ago, that plant well operated by the city will
on account of the busi now 'held produce the lights at less than $50 a
by the lighting compan4 it could year. .
produce the street lights much cheap-
The city should press with vigor 1 I I N /1---1-117---1-timnor than the city. Yes, and by the
the contemplated action for damagessame theory of reasoning, with a
against Mark Worten, who, ever
quit drawing a salary from
'has been 'harassing it wilt
ACKET ST R
since he
the city
law suits for himself, and for ex-
chain gang prisoners. Because he
has a license to practice law end
can bring suits with little cost
against individuals or the city,' be
ought to be given a dose of 'his -own
contemptible medicine. The malice
of some men can never be Chocked
until they are shown up before'
court in their true light. Worten's.
methods have long since disgusted
the good people of this city and its
vicinity. ..411.1,
Atrthertexample of "high finaliee"
comes from Cleveland, Ohio, in
wink% kicit'inf shrewd capitillistsI,or-
ganized r a 4ampany with only pp,-
Doe, 'eapitalkeed it at $3,000,000 itnd
then sold "tiOnds to the amount-of
$2,000,009 io The sucker public. be
cotirts, now,:.4,1ye the matter in hind
and it is to be hoped that those
"progressive business men" will land
where they belong.
Members of the general couocil
are beginning to keep tab on Sunday
obscrvance, and unless the edict of
the aldermen is obeyed there will
be still less saloons in Paducah next
July.
The police investigation is on in
St. Louis. Three more patrolmen
were dismissed 'Friday and the formal
charges presented against the chief
of police who has been removed from
office. The investigation promises
is no possibility whatever of it be- to
coming oherative; evsn if it were
Musk on Piano.
signed, sealed and delivered, as now f Miss Lucy Blackard will teach
could knock three kr four more pupils at
per month. Latest methods. Old
'phone 1437. o. •
be sensational.
DIXON GOT HIS
JUDGE HANDED WM FollOUGH
FOR TERM OF SIX
\ MOONTHS.
Judge Continuet? the FfeaSig Fanzily
Trouble Warrant After Hearing
Part of Evidence. •
William Dixon, colored, tried to
fake things down about the wharf-
boat early yesterday me/piing, but
got taken himself before tong by
Detectives Moore and Baker, who
rushed him before Judge Sanders in
the police court, where the judge
proceeded to throw in Dixon's direc-
tion a little dose of justice' from un-
derneath his judicial ermine. For
carrying concealed weapons Dixon
was fined $3o and, sent to jail for
twenty days, while for presenting his
revolver at others he was fined $75
and twenty-five days in jail. A third
warrant charging him' with being
drunk and disorderly was filed away
for future reference. Dixon-1s from
Mounds. Ill., near Cairo, and claims
to be a detective, having a card on
his person. He also had three big
guns in his pockets, and was at the
wharf running things to suit him-
self. At the point of a revolver he
maele a white gent!..)r.an vacate a
chair on the Fowler and give it to
Dixon. He will not isother anybody
for a few days now, as the fines
amount to something like six months
In jail.
George Brawn, colored, was given
a continuance until next Tuesday of
fhb-charge of stealing a suit of cloth-
ing from the , Wallerstitiet delivery
wagon.
Jim Doolin and Luther Luttrell
Were given a postponement untie-
morrow of the charge of fightt , at
the opera house Friday night.
On account of his victim bents -un-
able to attend tours for the trial yes-
terdliy 'there was continued, "until
March 3rd. .the warrant charging
George Dozier, colored, with asaault
ing the negro woman.
'Noble Boatwright was fined VC/
ano costs for being drunk apd dis-
orderly at the opera house Friday
night, where he tore the hat from
his sister-in-law's head.
Riley Swift was given a continu-
ance until tomorrow of the rrant
charging bins with refusing tist prop-
erly provide for his little children.
Louis Matthews was fined $ip and
sent to jail for twenty days for harry-
ing concealed weapons.
The judge heard part of the testi-
mony in the 'warrant charging Mrs.
Essie Hiessig, who is wife. No. 3, with
cursing and *using Mrs. A. J. Hes-
sig, who is Wife No. r, and from' New
York. After hearing some "61. thi7 PLETED THE ' ADDITION
evidence tIve. judge- continued the THEIR RESTAURANT THEY
matter over until torriorrcrw, and put WILL BEGIN MONDAY NIGHT
both worneti under $5oo bond to' TO SET A BUFFET DINNER AT
keep the it'le toward the other. THE LOW PRICE OF,, 3548lik
Uhtt1=132ilett=t181$
Embroidered Shirt) Waists.
UMONG THE MANY,,KBW AND ATTRACTIVE THINGS IN
11011R SPRING LINE THERE IS PERHAPS NOTHING OR
MORE ESPECIAL INTEREST TO THE LADIES THAN OUR
VERY SWELL ASSORTMENT OF EMBROIDERED SHIRT WAIST
PATTERNS. WE HAVE JUUST RECEIVED TIM PRETTIEST
LINE OF THESE IT HAS EVER BEEN OUR PLEASURE TO
SHOW, AND THEY RANGE IN PRICE FROM
75 cents to WA
XLSA— A VERY DAINTY ,SU IT PATTERN
IN 'THE EYELET WORK AT
EMBROI
.11.4 4,;
WILARE ALSO SHOWING A VERY ATTRACTIVE LIM OF
FINE ilIWISS EMBROIDERIES AND INSERTION FOR SHIRT
WAISTS. HERE ARE A FEW OF THE PRICES:
WIDE SWISS EMBROIDERY FOR SHIRT WAIST FRONTS
AT 411c PER YARD.
INSERTION TO MATCH AT est TO 33e PER YARD.
WIDE SWISS EMBROIDERY IN THE EYELET WORK AT
63c AND 75c PER YARD.
INSERTION TO MATCH AT 18c TO soc PER YARD.
SWISS YOKING IN THE EYELET WORK AT 98c AND Si 69
PER YARD.
OTHER SWISS YOKINGS AT 29i TO $igo PER YARD.
NEW GOODS ARE CONSTANTLY COMING IN AND OUR
BUYER, IS STILL IN NEW YORK FINISHING UP SPRING
PURCHASES.
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OSTEOPATH
1431
407 BROADWAY. PADUCAH. KY.
NOW ON
Our Special Book and
Sheet Music Sale!
Begins Feb. 15th and continues TWO WEEKS Better GET IN on
this for it is a GOOD THING
Prices cut on ALL BOOKS, BIBLES and DICTIONARIES. Some
Extraordinary cuts on Popular Musiv.
Harbour's Book Department.
Monday Evening ft 19th
LECTURE:
• "The Kentucky Brigade of Forest
Cavalry," by
Henry A. Tyler,
Major General Commanding Forest's
Cavalry Corps, United Confed. Vet.
Admission 75c and 50c.
Tickets on sale Monday morning, 9 o'clock. All tickets
New, 761
it T. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE iso NORTH RIFTS
TE LEPH ON VS
kesiderses agS 0Scs su
7. B. harrison,
CITY ATTORNEY
Attorney-at-Law.
Roma 13 and i4 Colombia Building,
Old Phone toe:
1111/11111111111111221111/S/1/1111111111/IMMIIMMIS
Henry's Aseptic
Crew for
Chaps
Henry's Aseptic Cream is the
best cure for chapped face lips
and hands. Winery winds dry
up -the natural moisture
sea skin. Henry's Aseptic
Cream is a skin food that sup-
plies just the right blood moist-
ure that is needed to make your
chapped skin soft and pliable
Made of the purest ingredients,
it is neither sticky nor greasy.
J. II. Oehlschlaeger
DRUGGIST
SIXTH ANDiBROADWAY
TELECIONE 63,
sold can be reserved at this time. I AN....
LARGE IMPROVEMENT
Made in Hawkins Bros'. Restaurant.
HAW/CINS BROS. HAVE COM-
PLETED THE ADDITION TO
THEIR RESTAURANT, ADDING
40 FEET TO THEIR ,DINING
ROOM AND A NEW COOKING
DEPARTMENT. THESE ADDI-
TIONS GIVE THEM AMPLE
ROOM TO BETTER CARE FOR
THEIR GROWING BUSINESS,
AND THE PUBLIC IS NOW RE-
CEIVING THE BEST ,RESTAU-
RANT SERVICE EVER KNOWN
IN THE CITY.
SINCE THEY HAVE COM
Mr. Walter Wellman, who will
seek the North Pole in an airship,
would do well to take the assign-
ment OR SPaCe
There'..s a eel osin incianalsteney
about endowing a women with all
your worldly goods and then making
her ask you for car fare.
C. MANNINO SEARS, M, D.
Office 1707 Moyers St.
Telephone 377.
DR. R. E. HEARNE
BRCIOKHILL BUILDING.
TELEPHONE NO. 444.
EDISON
STANDARD
PHONOGRAPH
•
Will bring pleasure iu your
home during the long winter
evenings. They are playing
now at our store. Come in
and hear them. Then you'll
Big selection ofWant one.
'records.
WarrenYkOarreft
Jewelers
403 Broadway
5610
•
•
4
.4
F', 446. A.„41
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AFTER INBAND
MRS. MARY JOHNSON
TrNeas HER FRUITLESS!
SEARCH. 
•I
sobs
She Advances the Theory ,That
Possibly liar Husband I' Men-
tally Deranged.
1,4044.44.4:
?dirs. Mlary Joanna's ,00peannes'Cr
F: search over the ,cooneitiailifma, t
v.... hatablach the sevrinet-suisitine
•1-: and a Cairo paper of 14fittrif sa
i.
Is. i follows regarding bet visit that
iii "Mn.' Wry Jokffann, the wi
• lames Preadcin; "Iiihnson, who as
qa
of
been missing from his borne at
s field, ,K,y., since No
'7 the city. yesterday and le
fowler for MietrophIl4. hopes to find a clew tolf
whereabouts. • .
'She had juir''Yeturited litt;
3,4ounda wher:iteimt
parties thinki ftsias
there bot thetWillIVINIIPSMINNIIIIVA It
wax. not Jdhsiennesses., -
Johnson • chine
while on oat
agent , for AtoniF ac, and
;Itrongh the
:counts's, watt ihisksporbet, 
fracturing hl.
?wagon
115s mint ht etsiateshirra tate been
affected as a' ressla of this acoident
and Mrs. filtinipti_offers this as a
possible srnd most plausible cause of
,disappelfi-a. -
Since he, jiess,been, away he .has
, been reported to have been twice in
Paducah, Ky.,, y3tile from many other
towns repasts have been circulated,
none of Which however have proven
to be correct.
Mrs. Johnson has offered a reward
of $25 to any party who may locate
4 the missing man, She requests that
anyone receiving s clue to his.where-
: outs wire her at Msyfiehl.
Johnson is a man nearly six feet in,
height, and weighing about itto
pounds. He has dark hair tinged
with gray, blue eyes, heavy brown
mustache and a scar on 'his forehead.
Clay and Seventh.
Fourtoom house corner lot lifloo.
$oo casR balance one, two, and three
years.
Whittemore .Real Estate Agenc,y,
Fraternity Building. Both phones 835.
•
RACE TRACK
R. B. PHILLIPS' RETURN PROM
NEW YORK IS NOW
AWAITED.
Everything Ready for Incorporation
of Concern When Few De-
tails Are Decided On.
Just us liana, as !ifir Robert B.
Phillips returni from New York
City there will be held a meeting of
the parties behind the project- to
start a new race track • two miles
from this city upon she Hinkleville
road that -runs out beside Oak
Grove cemetery. 'The parties have
already bought the plot of growl,
which is about fifty acres and expect
to inaugurate there one of the finest
.race tracks the country over. -
The concern will be known as the
Paducah Driving club, and as Mr.
Phillips lus been one of the most
earnest workers in behalf of it and
will probably be the president, there
awaited his retern from the East,
where he hirs gone to buy goods. He
is expected back sometime this week
or next.
Already considerable communict
tions have arrived here from ,raie
horse men the coorittV ower saki**
what the possibilities are for the new
race course, and all are informed
that it is surely a irb, as the ground
has been bought, articles of incorpor-
ation are being prepared, and by the
time good summer arriveg •here the
grandstand 'will 'have been completed
and things be in prort MOM 19r,... •*21good season. The retrn. of „Mr.
Phillips is being awaited so it can
be decided at the approaching gather
.Jag just who the incorporatorb shall
'be.
t
If there is defeat=e tatiiig hill
a Frankfort the ay will be
n Asso-
lature
ters
known Bo time Patuent).
dation, but if the
adopts the racing-bill-1
will incorporate themselves into a
driving club. ' •
•
. Ten Acres $r375.
. • Oct dlinkleville ens* One inlle west
t
of city limits. Laud, levels plenty of
shade trees, ities east of. CI. C. ,Lee's
-lnew 4rome Cat line will PiOblifily past
in two years. Ossesthird each.
Whittemore Real Estate • AtlencY.Fraternity Building. Both phones 835.
Five Acres $75o.
IHIttkleville road. 9pe,,,rnilc Wtbit;of
gity limits, just cat 6f, C. C. Leo's
new base. Ow this% cash.
.111 Whittem ore Real Extent 4geney,
• fritternity Building. Both phoAs illt.
• 
, ' 
SUPT.• HERE
MR. EGAN DOWN FROM EV-
ANSVILLE FOR A FEW
HOURS.
CREST LECTURE
KENTUCKY WILL BE
CROWDED TOMORROW
•
• EVENING.
Chief Dtspatcher Allan Jorgenson, of LTh,e Will Arrive at Noon Judge
Nlaskville Division, Here—Fish Who Will Re Introduced
Fors Stack Farm. , "beillon. Given Campbell.
-
Supt. H: •Egan,-of the Louis-
ville division of the 'Illinois Central
railroad, arrived here yesterday after
• *tom Evansville, svaiere he has
heti ittetAng- court for the past
day or two. He went to Louisville
thie morning at 145 o'clock. !le
JitsViiiiit4d-WIte frau the Indiana city
to see bow things were coming on.
Chisf Dispatcher.
Gkief Dispatcher Allan Jorgenson
ot the new Nashville division for the
Illinois Central railroad, arrived in
the yesterday for the first time
since that divisiin wss created. He
is now stationed at Princeton, where
the main dispatehing offices ate main
tained for that district. He came
down on official business and goes
back to his station today at neon.
Protoctios Bawd Choinnsk
Mr. John A. Hill, of the lway
Carmen's order for the I. C., ex-
pected to arrive here today t visit
the local carmen. He is oh44rman
of the joint protective board the
unions of the I. C. system an OW%
the Paduca'h body a social cal hilt
en route back from the Southci his
borne:
•
Takes to Stock Raising.
President Stuyvesant Fitt), Vice
President, J. C. Harahan, Director
J. C. Welling and Mr. J.M. Dick-
inson, all of the I. C., have bought
a one-third interest in thie famou.
Belle Meade stisek farm just outside
of Nashville, Tenn., paying $32.000.
ICE FACTORY
PARTIES
WITH
CONNECTED THERE.
ASK FOR CORREC-
TIONS
State That the Publications in the
Afternoon Papers Are a Little
Premature
Everything isc%ready for the good
lectore Do be konducted tomorrOw
evening at The Kentucky by the Cap,
federate veterans and Daughters "of
time Confederacy of this city, anti
they expect jt to be one of the Jag-
eat and mOst Sucicelesfui e
%
ments ever conducted within
history of the city as pertains
affairs of this patriotic 
Henry
hariyaii,' .
Hon.  Tyler will -lit
noon tomorrow from Hickman, Ky.,
while his lecture commences at 1125
o'clock at the theater, *Isere he Will
be greeted by a mammoth tEroog as
already about 500 tickets have been
sold and others .are rapidly being
called for. His subject will be
"Kentucky's Brigade of Forrest's
Cavalry," and it will prove the most es,
interesting speech ever heard in Pa-
ducahans. on
The old soldiers of the city will
gather In the foyer sof• the opera
houte le.arly aomortow evening, aid
while' tIld toreliestea it playing some
patriotic music enter„,...the playhouse
in a body.. It is also protipble that
'dies. will Occupy the stage, surround-
ing the speaker during his remarks,
and making the talk more impressive
as there will be living witnesses to
attest the remarks' of the speaker,
s of this brigade. r '
who I dwell upon the desperate
strugg s and valiant career of the
mernb 
Hun. Given Campbell will intro-
duce Judge T,gler at the opening of
the gathering.
Modern Sb000 Residence.
In the heart of the best residence
part of Paducah coatter Ninth and
"'
Jefferson streets two story house,
bath, furnished lower story in
black walnut. Fine home, bargain
one-fourth cash balance easy.
Whittemore Real Estate Agency,
Fraternity Building. Both phdiiits 835.
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PRESENT PLW
THIS WEEK
.0 DRAMATIC
The publications in the afternoon s'
papers yesterday regarding the ri,:w
ice company being organized. baying
the property now ivied by do..
Southern Peanut ornpany at First
and Washington streets, seems to
have been premature, as all parties
connected with the meter stated to
The Register last evening that this
was not true, , no deal whatsoever
flaying been closed for the property.
Captain James Koger, the well
known steamboatman, anr Ur. B.
H. Scott, the retired capitalki, own
the property, and the formes last
night said some weeks ago Mr. Mor
ris and others came to Nm with a
proposition to buy, and be sei bt
figure, but that further tklitt ' this
nothing whatever has, berm done to-
wards dosing the deal in any form.
Mr. Morris lett last evening' for
St. Louis after spending several
days here on business connected
with the new plant, but before de-
parting sent The Register word that
the afternoon papers were wrong, as
lie has not closed for the. property,
not even having 'an option, but only
got a price open the mammoth build-
ing. Ade hopes to buy the property
if the ice factory project goes
through, but iitates that' no deal at
all has been closed. The peanut
company has a lease on the property.
Mr. Morris' father it • connected
with the Polar Ice company of St.
Louis, which is capitalized at $5,000,-
coo, and if thop, new pdant is started
here Mr. G. G. Perry, of Richmond,
Ky., will be president, L. H. Hen-
drick, of that place, vice president,
and Mr. Morris secretary-treasurer
and general manager. .
Everybody hope; the project will
Ifie"tbrellgb and the deal closed for
the property tit* all parties connect-
ed therewith request a denial of the
afternoon Rapers' publioations that
things %lid been cloilea, as this i4
very misleading.
The promoters expect Ito organize
their company at $roo,otio -capital and
manufacture about too tons per day.
They have contracts signed with
about 5to people here in the city,
binding themselves to supply ice at
as cents per 100 pound-s.
The ,People Wont to Meow.
(Minneapolis Journal.) ,
Some dyer patriotic Michigan peo-
ple are trying to make Senator Al-
ger, now a candidate for re-aleetion,
tell where he stands.' The general
merely says that he is "loyal to the
platform of the republican state con-
vention." But this statement has
angered euis the republicanir them-
selves. The days of the "diplomatic.'
statesmen are about• over. fleosie
are going to know what their serv-
ants stand for 
-
CLUB • MAKING
?VAT PREPARATIONS
FOR PRODUCTION.
Play Written By Miss Ham and First
•
of Series That Wind Up Last
Half of Term.
The members of the Dramatic club
for the High school of this city has
decided to present their little play
either next Friday or Saturday even-
ing at the auditorium in the Wash/
ington building on: West Broadway.
hatkichever of these nights is to be.
adop&id upon rinetime this week
and preparations made accordinglx.
The play is that known as "Dead
Brokers" arNtwas written by Miss
Larrye Harm one of the brightest,
pupils of the tigb school. The coin;
for presentati n of same will be se
lected with the next day or two an*
the young people are anxiously look-
ing forwaed to its presentation, In
order to sec with what succels then;
'tad produce the. 'handiwork of ode
be. their most talented and 'poptiltje
nunnbers, who is thc young lady that
po impressively and amid such ap-
plause sang at the Confederate aria-
steel's sertteral weeks ago, the sang
"Mister Won" composed by Mr.
Herbert Wallerstein, of this city.
This production is the first of a
series of entertaining plays that will
be presented by the Dramatic club
during the last half of their present
scholstic teem.. All the money de-
•rivdd from these ventures is applied
by the young ladies and gent) men to
their fund for continuation of their
theatrical work that is a valuable
souroe for development of their
talents in th4s line.
s. Why Siumworkers Fail.
(Tacoma Ledger.)
, With the best of intentions they
fail of sympathy with the persons
whom they seek to aid and who oft.
en are in great need of their help.
Their methocks are an affront to'the
self-respecting poor and are resented
much in the same spirit as has been
shown bydithe crowds of the Londow
unemployEd Alio have been parading
uhe streets of the British 'metropolis
with banners inscribed: "Curse your
charity. Give ue wort."
•Tor Sale.
1,001) loads of dry heating and cook
Move wood Si.a5 per twodloris toad
delivered promptly, Tel. 442. El E.
Bell Soffit 133a South Thirti street
The Orandest• Opportunity
Ever Offered!
l4ss•''
• ', s , 1.. 
1 41110 of4tv '..!.K5o..+• x•'• ,.. ".:•4•ta .^:„.
4 t 04.41.- . ',tit rf C ,6•1•i.,-..2.:' S-
A ...  ..me 'S 14 ,
-'I
We have decided to discontinue
tail sale of Furniture in Paducalvto ,v14
vote our entire energies to our factor,,
and will close out our entire stocks at
114-116-207413 South Third street
at COST. This is a bonafide sale of an
immense stock of Furniture AT COST.
It is going to be sold at once. The
/ greatest opportunity ever offered Padu-
cah housekeepers to furnish up. Every-
erything marked in plain figures. Come
early and avoid the rush. Terms of sale
CASH. : : • • • • 
; 
• •
• • • 
• •
soot,
17.1'44.
• ;
• r otti !
s.,
The Paducah Furniture, Mon Co.
2.00 SHOES
MANY PEOPLE BELIEVE THAT A GOOD SHOE CAN BE SE-CURED FOR So oo, AND WE KNOW THEY ARE RIGHT, FOROUR LINE OF SHOES AT THAT PRICE IS VERY POPULAR.WE HAVE ALL STYLES AND ALL LEATHERS AND EVERYPAIR IS WARRANTED YOU SEE WE X1.4r -7 THE SHOEPROPOSITION FROM START TO FINISH. AND OUR YEARS OFEXPERIENCE ENABLES US TO CHOOSE SHOES WHICH ARE
DEPENDABLE—WHICH WE CAN AFFORD TO GUARANTEEBETTER COME IN AND LOOK AT THEM TODAY. YOURHEALTH DEMANDS GOD SHOES THIS WEATHER
Lender &Lydon,
-
309 Broadway, - 
- Paducah, Ky.
TIME ruus A. S. DABNEY
BE WISE AND GET A GOOD
CLOCK OR HAVE YOUR PRES.
ENT ONES PUT IN FIRST-
CLASS ORDER. WE DO THE
FINEST KINDS OF REPAIR
WORK ON ALL KINDS OF
CLOCKS AND WATCHES.
OUR CHARGES ARE ALWAYS
MODERATE WE CARRY A
COMPLETE LINE OF BEAUTI-
FUL JEWELRY.
J. L. WANNER,
Jeweler
428 Broadway.
PHONE 772-A.
Am- 
---•,....,-,..4
ALIEN W. BARK LEY,
Attorney-at-grw,
Room No. A. cod S5,ALa..
—DENTIST—
Trnehart Building.
OLIVER, OLIVER & M'GREGOR,
LAWYERS.
OFFICES: Benton, Ky., rear bank
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.,
Rsiom tre Fraternity Building.
New Phone 114 Old Phone 3o3.
H. T. Hessig. M. D.
Rcaldence. •
Eighth and Jackson Streets.
Telephone aye.
DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
leo NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phases 353
Office hours 8 to to a, m., i to I
p. m. and 7 to p p. m.
e.ii. PURVEAR,
ATTORNEY-AT
-LAW,
Rooms 5 and 6 Register Building,
323 5-1 Broadwity, Paducah, Ey.
New Phone ego.
SPECIALTIES:
Abstracting of Titles,
Insurance, Corporation and
1111.2.2 ...
PABST BLUE RIBBON
BOTTLE BEER
Sold at
Gray's Buffet,
Palmer House, Bar,
L. A. Lagoniarsino.
Rock, Rye
and Hone
Compound
Not a drink; but a siessonabk prep-
aration tapecially adapted for coughs
and colds accompanied by fever as in
La Gripp, etc.
Very Palatable.
50e and 151. Bottles.
BACON'S
DRUG STORIES.
7th & Jackson Sta. phone 137& Clay Sta.. phone 311.
Pictures, Diplomas, Ceirtlficatea,
Water and Oil Colors,
Mottos and Vilanders
Framed right up to date in five min-
utes time at the
PADtiCAll mu.sIc STORE
404
MISS ROOSEVELT'S FUTURE
HOME IS MOST ARTISTIC
Old Mansion to Which Congressman Longworth 
Will
Take His Bride One of the Finest in Washiron. ,
The borne to Waieli Cortateas1l13.t1
Longworth will take las bride is one
of the suost aristocratic old mansions
iii Wasbington—opaciouts, 'homelike,
cine-eovered and -furnished with
perfect taste. The president's daugh-
ter never cared for the White House
-and her oven little suite of rooms (all
furnished in the shade of blue since
named for her) she particularly dis-
liked for some fanciful home of her
wilful own. Mr-halite home' is
charming enough ao suit the, most
fastidious of brides, more homelike,
if -it as eailiorao -as t • laisite
benneto which Senator Depew
brought 'his bride, and whieh he had
furnished in Louts Quirts° 'style of
the purest type.
The tongworth home is a corner
biome very large as Washington
'houses go, but roomy'enouish for, a
newly married couple and their
friends. It is of red sandstone And
has a colonial doorway which has
been much admired for its beauty.
:all the floors at4e of hard wood,
and the walls are covered with silas
or burlap linen. The pictures ar-
few, but good—mostly paanings oi
old masters.
The drawing room has a magnifi-
cent dark rug. Afghanstan. brought
from Europe by the congressman's
mother.
The chafrdelier is a work of art.
and consists of Wty candelabla.
• A conch, tiny tables with rare ivor-
ie aapaneses lamps, bronzes, some
priceless pieces of mahogany farni-
ture, capacious armchairs. a couch or
two that sink in when one recanes
on them, and with plenty of pillows.
and a grand. piano, marble but or
two and a charming portrait of the
future. Mrs. Longworth—all these
combine admirably and harmoniou
s-
ly to form a thawing room that 
is
rich and dignified. restful and 
inform-
-
O4hajailaSae marble :slant e watt
hot ndacime old Ayie. mirror is an
4.4 , •
otloir bf the bride-to-be has
walLs"of a mo a delicate tint. Its por-
tieres are CN oisite sitken hangings
with %:.1 eicagio losackgrcrund of lovely
flowers .satich isitm to have blos-
somed of themselves. Everything
about the litt:e room is dainty and
sweet, fresh and exquisite to look
upon. A little writing desk with sil-
aer trinkets, tto fine almost for use,
a fragile .and fork tall lamp by its
side. a (-natal ':-tit•IlJacly for a teteas-
tate, priceless , goes on the floors,
a long pier • Iratisijiltat reaches al-4
most, fronv the ceiling to the floor,
•tata l'or three pretty pictures Intl
some tiny gold-framed mirrors with
candelabra brancbes copriplete thy-
furnishings of this exquaite little
r Qom. 
The Lonaeworth 
borne\ 
a already
mate+ for its tapesitiaSZT1
The large otte in the dining room
is particularly magniticent and cost-
ly. It is a biblical scene and very
faithfully caned out in every detail.
Besides being immense ,in-'size, it is
remarkable for its beauty of execu-
tion.
Under it stands a little tea table
-.here rests a tiny solid silver tea
service and some slender cups and
saucers into which Alice Roosevelt
will pour tea when he holds her re-
ceptions, or afternoon teas, when
she will naturally be assisted by a
bevy of fair young Washington maid-
ens.
At functions the dining room will
be thrown open and the elaborately
carved mantel and fireplace and -the
huge old stins will be as much ad-
mired as the tapestries.
This room is lighted by a huge arc
haat which diffuses a very solf and
yet poweaul light, and is not used
on every day occasions, when lamps.
candles and gas are brought into play
instead.
RULES PROMULGATED FOR
CATHOLICS DURING LENT
The regulations for the obser
vance
of Lent by members of the Ca
tholic
chtireh have been issued as follows:
T. Ash Wednesday falls on the a8th
of February.
2. All of the days of Lent are fast-
ing, except the Sundays.
3. All persons who -have completed
their twenty-first year, unless legiti-
mately dispensed, are obliged to keep
the fast. The custom allows a cup of
coffee, tea or cbocolate, with a small
piece of bread to be taken in the
a morning. In the evening a collation
not exceeding the fourth part of an
ordinary meal is allow-ed.
4. By dispensation the use of flesh
trweat is 'allowed at the principal meal
on Mbndays, Tuesdays, Thursdays
and Saturdays, eacept the Saturday
in Ember week and the Saturday in
Poly week.
S. The use of fish and flesh-meat is
not allowed at the same meal during
Lent.
6. All under twenty-one years of
age, those who are engaged in hard
work, the sick and. convalescent and
persons who cannot fast without ser-
ious injury to health, are, exempt
from the fast. Persons certified from
fasting on account of tender age,
hard labor, and sickness, are not
restricted to the use of flesh-meat at
only one meal on the days on which
it is allowed. -sose who entertain
any reasonable doubt about their ob-
ligttions to fast- or abstain ought to
apply to their pastors for advice or
dispensation.
7. The time for feaaaag the Pas-
chal duty is extended in this diocese
from, the first Sunday in Lent to
Trinity Sunday.
In virtue of special faculties given
in a letter of the sacred congregation
of propaganda to the ordinaries of
the United, States on the 15th of
March, 189s, and renewed in 1905,
permission is granted to all laborers
in this diocese to eat meat at 04
meal on days of abstinence.
From this permission, however, are
excluded all Fridays the year, Ash
Wednesday,' Friday and Saturday of
Ikoly week, at the vigil of Christmas.
It should also be remarked, that on
those days on which the use of meat
is taus allowed, fish and flesh can-
not he eaten at the same meal.
This permission to eat meat on cer-
tain days of abstinence extends not
Only to the laborers themselves, but
also to their families, so that every
member of the familyaparticipates in
the privilege of the adult.
— Those who make use of this dis-
pensation are earnestly exhorted to
perform some other -work of penance
on those days, such a abstaining from
the use of intoxicating drink or some
other act of mortification.
Pastors are asked to exphin the
above regitlations to the faithful be-
fore the beginninilof era. This sea-
son is expected to h aithfully ob-
,erved by Catholics, and in order to
promote the spirit of peoance and
prayer peculiar to the time, they
are invited whenever it is practicable,
to attend in church the extra devo-
tional services Which are earnestly
recommended to be 'held 'at least
twice a week, and which might con-
sist op Wednesdays of the recitation
of a part of the rosary, a practical
instruction an the benediction of
the blessed sacrament; on Fridays,
the appropriate exercises would be
stations of the cross.
STATEHOOD BI'LL
BEFORE THE SENATE.
Adjourn to Monday With Speech on
It Unfinished
Washington, Feb.' i7.—The setat:
passed to the consideration
of the joint statehood bill and for an
hour and 'a half listened to a speech
by Me. Dick in .support of the bill
as reported from the committee on
territories. The Ohio senator's
speech received careful attention
from the senators present, but the
attendance was at no time large.
Among the auditors in the gallery
were a number of Indians in native
costume.
Mr. Dick did not conclude his.
speech, and as 'he was not prepared
to resume the senate decided
not to sit again until Monday,
COSTLY MEMORIAL FOR
PROMINENT DECEASED ELK
Monument to Cost Saoo.000 to Be
Erected ftir Meade D. Detweiler.
Harriaburg. PA, Feb. 17.—A me-
motial to cost $300,000 is to be erected
by the Elks to the memory of the
late Grand Exalted Ruler, Meade D.
Detweiler of this city.
It will .be placed in Reservoir Park
It will be a large shaft, upon which
is to be a fire of M. Detweiler in
the full robes of the ordc - In the
rear two arms will support a vase.
On the opposite side an' Elk is 1(
be plat:ell
It is recorded as a remarkable fact
in England that eight -members of
the new liberal cabinet are lawyers,
the leg-al profession thus hiving near
ly half of the whole ministry. Such
a proportion, woulsi excite no sur-
prise .and break no records in Amer-
ica. '
SALARY SPURNED BY MAYOR
Executive of Portage, Wis., Refused
to Accept Pay for Services.
Portage. \Vis., Feb 17.---Mayor
iie1107t banker, manufacturer
and philanthropist, -has refused to ac-
cept his salary of $600 for his last
year's services to the city. He de-
clares that in a city the size of Port-
age, where tho slake is -hardly more
than honorary, a citizen who is worth
the honor of election should be•sufli-
ciently public spirited to give -his
services to" the city.
COLLECTING POLLS.
Many Hundreds Have_ComeForward
and Been Receipted.
••••=1.1.11.
Mr. Lee Potter,- fortner alien , has
collected in many hundredi back
poll taxes from the 'people - 'ng
same, while the balanco are , *ming
'forward right along and payin%their
polls for last year. The rmer
sheriff was named by— the county
fiscal court as the proper party to
collect these polls, and he. is teing
very lenient with every-body, Ina will
shortly commence
everyone for the $t.so 
becagarnuis egte
the
, court conippls him to make settle-,
ment with the county in April, and
he must have every single one in by
.that time:
:BRICKMAKERS
COUNCILMAN HENRY KAT-
TERJOITN RETURNED FROM
PHTI.A.DELPHIA.
He Has Been Attending Convention
of Brick Manufacturers, and Is
, Kentucky's Vice President,
Councilman Henry Katterjohn, the
brickmaker, has returned from
Philadelphia, Pa., where 'he has been
the past week or ten days, attending
the Brickrnakers' National associa-
tion that has been in session at that
city during that space of firm.
Mir. Katterjohn says it • was the
most interesting and- largely attended
gathering ever conducted by the na-
tional body, as hundreds of manu-
facturers of brick were present from
all over the country, many from Cali-
fornia, New Orleans, Texas and other
points. It seemed the representation
there was general from- all sections,
and a several days' interesting.buo-
ness session was conducted.
M. Katterjohn was honored with
being chosen the Kentucky vice presi-
dent to the, national organization,
and, the choice coukt not have been
made better as he has 'spent his life
in the business, thoroughly under-
stands it, and is also well and fav-
orably known throughout the entire
commonwealth, from end to end.
'Kentucky has not an association of
brickmakers if the state, all of them
affiliating with the national body.
Now though, the latter is preparing
to organize a state association for
those of Kentucky, and steps to this
end were taken at the Philadelphia
gathering. The state bodies are
gotten up under supervision of the
national organization, and as nearly
all the states over the country are
organizing, the Kentuckians want to
keep apace with the rapid advance-
ment in this regard.
About the last of next month Mr.
Katterjoan expects to start his big
brick yards again for the suimner,
and commence torniag out the large
stacks of-brick for building purposes.
By resuming the last of March, he
wilt have on haul a large stock to
start the season off with, when there
opens weather favorable to building.
The brick kilns are all closed' dow
n
during the winter months.
BOSINESI DEAL
amm=••• • ••••=1...
Abram L. Weil & C. Buy Out M-
Ashbrook's Business.
.'o the Public: I desire to inform
ale public, my friends and patrons,
that I 'have disposed of my insurance
business and good will to the well
known and responsible firm of Abram
L. Weil & Co., and ask for them -a
continuance of your patronage. In
retiring from the business, which' I
,have conducted in this city for the
past 31 years, it is but fitting that I
should epublicly acknowledge my In-
debtedness and appreciation of the
many favors and courtesies extended
me, and I take this means of express-
ing my thanks and gratitude, with a
wish for continued prosperity and
happiness for all.
R.' EDWARD ASHBROOK.
We desire to inform all of having
brought the business of Mr. Ashbrook
and hope or a contirmance of the
lihieral patronage accorded him.
guaranteeing alb satisfaction and ap-
preciation.
ARAM ' L. WEIL & CO.
HAWKINS BROS. CANDIES
AR S PRESH AND DELICIOUS
NONE BETTES AND NONE SO
CHEAP AND GOOD.
A Man who settle-a into misery and
calls it philosophy is an optimist
standing on his bead.
The Isle of Pines treaty was taken
up lor the senate in executive ses-
sioh, t was read formally, and will'
be Seed at the next executiet,
TO REDUCE  RATES- S. P.r)711:‘ 
L. 0. STEPHENSON..
PADUCAH UNDERTAKING CO.
LOUISVILLE LIGHTING COM• UNDERTAKERS AND EMBALMERS
PANY ANXIOUS TO KEEP I BOTH PHONES
NO. Ito 
2o3-ao5 S. THIRD ST.
.
OUT COMPETITION. 
PADUCAH, KY.
i
Possibility of a 40 Per Cent. Reduc- TTHF , GLOBE BANK Si, RUST CO .4...', . J • 11..
tion Announced—New 'Interests
Want Franchise.
Liansville, Ky., Feb. 17.—ln an
effort to prevent competition in the
lighting business in LoUisville, the
Louisville Lightiorsistnpany, thçougn
President Udolpho`Snead, is w ling
to'-cut the rates for electric lighting.
Al over the city. This • fact was
brought out yesterday az a statement
made by Mr. Snead at an infotmal
meelling of several members of tha
general council.
Mr. Snead stated that in the event
the ouncil reftned to grant the
Jones-Atherton combination a fran-
chise, and also the persons represent
ed jiy John L. Dunlap, the Louis-
vale Lighting company woula be
willing to make a big reduction in
the rates for all classes of lighting.
While the exact amount of this
cut could not be learned, it was stat-
ed It would be in the neighborhood
of ao per dent.
BIG RAISE
THE COUNTY SUPERVISORS
INCREASE FIGURES BY
$700,00.
John Hughes Will Take Ten Days
to Complete Books, When They
Go to County Clerk
The board of county supervisors
this year did better than the city
board, as the raises made by the for-
mer to city and county property for
county and state tax purposes
amounted to a hide over $7ooasoo.
tleertby making ire total assessment
this yaar of Sto.913,481. This re-
sult was attained yesterday in foot-
tug up Inc books which were then
turned , over 4o Mr. John Hughes,
the former . county assessor, who
went out of office the first of rnis
year, but completes the .books as it
is his duty to arrange everything for
this year's tares. When he com-
pletes the books about the last of
next week, he hands them to the
county clerk who copies the recapitu
lation and foewards it to the state
supervisors at Frankfort to ascer-
tain if the total is sstisfactory to the
state authorities.
During 190.4 the board raised the
assessments made by the assessor by
$18o,000, Which made the toga' of,
$10,213,481 to start with last year I
when the valuations were being fixed •
for the 1906 tax. Now the super-
visors raised these figures over the
$.700,000 mentioned, and this brings
it up to $10,913,481.
It cannot be told what the county
tax rate will be this year, because the
fiscal court does not fix until its
April term the sum of noney needed
to maintain the county government.
When that is known the rate is then
decided on.
We
Of Paduosth, /Kentucky.
Capital and Surplus SUS/5,0ot)
ED P. NOBLE, PRES. G. W. ROBERTSON, V. PRES.
N. W. VAN CULIN CASHIER.
Transacts all regular banking business.. Solicits your deposits. Payu
per cent per annum on time certificate of deposits.. Safety boxes in
proof vault for rent at $3 to Sio per year as to sire. You carry your
key and no one but yattrsell haa access.
Subscribe For The Register;
EXPERT ACCOUNTANT
iv For Audit', Adjusting, Opening
or Closing ;ks. Shortest and
Simplest Methods. Apply to
JOHN D. SMITH, JR
Expert Accountant, 118 Fraternity Bldg.
OVED! MACII°U7OTRIEPACALRTII:
123 NI FOURTH St
fireman Bras, Novo Ity Co
PHONES 757 Incorporated,
_
•
Fir st-Class
Watch Work
8Y EXPERT WATCH MAKERS
,Prices Reasonable.
J. J. Wick
224 Broadway,...
NEWS IN BRIEF.
Mine. Patti believes trot the pleas I
urea of the table arc not for the
singer. She follows a severe regi-
men of plainly cooked meat and
toast. VVion she has to sing at
reght she dines off beef, potatoes and
baked apples in the afternoon, fast-
ing after that unfil she has sung.
A dispatch from Tiflis reports that
soldiers olive arrested and searched
the Turkish consul there.
Official announcement was made of
the issue of $100,000,000 of gold
bonds -by the American Telephone Sr
Telegraph company.
The Ohio house of representatives
defeated a bill to give women right
to vote at local option elections by
a vote of 65 to so.
In the state depositories, to the
credit of the commonwealth, is
$T.373.831.11. Who said. Kentucky
was broke?
Six hundred and fifty-seven boys
under twenty years of age, found in
saloons at 'Henderson during January,
according to a report of the chief of
police.
An Virt,000 cotton milt is being
projectet at IHopkinsville. The busi-
ness men are liberally teribscribing.
James R. Rash, of Earlington, has
donated Sto,000 for additions to
South Kentucky college.
Accorditig to • reports from the
oottatry there will be an extra large
crop of toba-cco planted this year.
Owing to' The goes!" weather toe-re has
been more tobaeeo heals sown than
In a rtemater of 3eors itrriti that being
the east 'there promaies. to be no
acareity of plants. The association
hag been pleading to decrease the
acreage bet the otogook looks hire
a much larger tamp than usual.
The letters marked "personal and
confidential" are the ones the private
secretary opens first.
for! Carloa of Portugal is consid-
ered the beartieat and mose frequent
ter of all Vie crowned 'dieadt of
Europe. .
\‘'
Offer 00400 Reward
TO ANY PERSON HAVING THEIR WATCH REPAIRED BY US
THAT DID NOT PROVE ENTIRELY SATISFACTORY.
We make this offer not only to insure that we are not only the CHEAP-
EST, but the BEST Watchmakers and Manufacturing jewelers in Padu-
cah.
We also sell Righter Waltham Watches with 20 year case for $io.
Credit to those who want it.
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR MONEY REFUNDED
LOOK AT OUR WINDOW DISPLAY FOR MORE BARGAIN.
REPAIRING DEPARTMENT.
....We pride ourselves in this department, which turns out our work-
promptness, BEST OF WORKMANSHIP and at prices which defy
competition. We make a specialty -in repairing Fine French Clocks,
and English Hall Chime Clinks. Clacks called for and delivered at 41 J
your request. We do Gold and Silver plating at sort notice and short
prices. Diamonds reset wale you w ait. We will take in exchange for
(any ptsrchase any OLD GOLD and SILVER whist% you have no use
I for, giving you full rdarket value for se, which is about the same as
giving you New Goods fto Old Gooch.
WATCH GLASSES FREE IN OU It OPENING, TO ALL WATCHES
LEFT TO, REPAIR AT THEIS REDUCED PRICES FOR
30 DAYS ONLY. 4
Watches, cleaned and examined 75e up. Watch Hands tot up
New Mainspring, beat quality .......75c up. Watch Glasses  toe up. I
New Case or Hairspiring . Op. Watch Keys Sa•
New jewels, wbok of cover soc
We are the cheapest in Watch and Jewelry repairing in Paducah. All
work srnatranteed for one year. Highest price paid roc Old Gold anti
Silver.
A. POLLOCK,
Watch Maker. Manufactur ing Jeweler and Optician.
NEW PHONE, ita R 60 BROADWAY, PADUCAH, KY-
Credit tcp tbose who need it.
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this Week at the Kentucky.
Monday Night—Judge Henry Tyler,
of Hickman, Ky., Lecture on "The
Wizard in the Saddle," for U. C. V.
Thursday Matinee and Night—"The
Britt & Nelson Prise Fight," mo-
tion pictures.
Friday Night—Donnelley & Hatfield
Minstrels
The Pensacola Journal of Pensa-
cola, tourIda, has test following to
say of the "Donnelly.*Heifield min-
strels'emerehiede.oesse.--10- -The Ken-
eá this week:
For rove,the ALG.k:ield minstrel
performances have been recogn zed
as the peer of them all. The very
name of Al G. Field in connection
with a minstrel was like magic upon
people throughout the country,
d the friends of that gentleman
e year ago proclaimed that he had
xhausted all minstrel features on
earth. Few ever expected to see
anything in that line which would
even make a comparison—he had
reached the acme—that was the pop-
dlar verdict.
The advent cif the Donnelly &
Hatfield minstrels has already chang
ed the tide, that is so far as Pensa-
cola is concerned at least. A packed
house witnessed last night's perform-
;ince and after it was all over, thi3
new aggregation, which has sprung
up in a single season snatched the
laurel, claiming them as their own.
The perfoinnance was stneerb.
There was not a single dull moment,
no stale, jokes, no tiresome features.
but on the contrary was replete with
fun from beginning to end. The
opening scene is gorgeous with its
many colored lights and elaborate
scenery and the dashing costumes of
the players. Originality stamps ev-
ery detail of this performance, which
all goes to make up a first-class and
unique entertainment.
The Fitzsimmons and O'Brien
Prise Fight.
On Washington's birthday, next
Thursday, matinee and night, the.
great Fitzsimmons and O'Brien prize
light will be produced by moving
pictures. Also the Cerbett fight will
be shown by Mr. Frank Rayman.
The pictures are given with all the
sound effects, with the exact words
that passed while the fighters were
in the ring.
These pictures were made at the
ring side erg are true and life-like
in every respect. There will be
many other interesting features giv-
en that will please everyone. Mr.
Rayman also tarries a complete line
of comedy pictures especially for the
children.
1 Reports from other cities wherethe pictures have been given say-that they are the best ever seen inihis line.
Society
(Continued from Page Two.)
was most entrancingly decorated,
'w green heart) and varied plaits adorn
ing the ie.:elitism hall and library,
, while pink colors prevailed in the
II double parlors, the arrangement be-
ing with hearts and carnations of
'that hue. Carnations and hearts oi
red, with crimson tulle bows adorned
the spacious dining hall.
Twenty-three tables were filled
with over too guests and a very spir-
ited and unusually interesting gat—.
wee indulged in. Dainty valentiiii
comprised the attractive tallies, tied
w!tih reibon similar in color to the
rooms occupied by the players.
Mrs. Hermin Wallerstein captured
the married lady's prise pu a cot
with Mrs. Saunders A. Foselee
while the gift for the young lady
went to Miss Mildred Terrell. The
•elone hand went to Mrs. James Camp
bell. Jr., and the consolation to Miss
Clara Thompson..
On completion of the , game aef
sumptuous luncheon was partaken of
ity-tilse merry throng at the tables in
es e he rooms, the ices and cakes served
in each quarter being the same color
as the floral decorations,.
411fetteett
Evening With Mimi Bergdoll.
Many friends spent Wednesday
evening with Milo, Edna Bergdoll 4
her hospitable home on South Elev-
enth street, (elite mg the Valcnting
entertainment she gave.
For the occasion a' lively contest
was had darting spears at a large
limo hung upon the wall, under-
neath which big one were many
mullet hearts. Whichever heart was
speared by the respective guest, was
presented, and on opening it cons'
tamed inside a prophecy for toe win-
During the evening a spirited card
oga me was had. and Miss .Marie Roth
'took the lady's prize, while that for
the young man went to Mr. Jomph
• 'Roth.
Following the games and contests
the happy throng repaired to the
prettily decorates, dining room- where
a most elegant luncheon was par-
retain, the ices being red cherries
frozen in white.
41 10410411f
Valentine Cotillion.
Very -handsome and charming in
detail was the valentine dance given
by the Cotillion club at the Palmer
Wednesday evening, and many were
there enjoying the diversion until „p
late hour. The guests were: Messii.
and Mesdames James P. Laffey, of
Cincinnati; C. M. Budd, David San-
ders, 0. L. Gregory, Jas. C. Utter-
back, S. A. Fowler; Mesdamie Irvin
eaMcArthur, of Lapeer, Midi.; W, J.
Ills, J. W. ' Scott, May Rieke;
Misses Flora Nall. of Louisville;
Leone Kessell of Pontiac, Mich.;
Elizabeth leallane St. Louis; Belle
Cave Blanche Hills, Ruth Weil,jthel Brooks Frances Coleman, Rel-
la adman ith "Langstaff, Eliza-
beth Sinnott Louise Cox, Miktred
and Hattie errell Myrtle Greer,
Lillie May Winstead, May Owen,
Ella Sanders bley Davis, Anna May
'Yeiser, Canine Sowell; Messrs. Da-
vid Koger, Fred Wade, Stewart Sin-
vitt, John likeeker, Roy CulleY, W.
d T . St urt even*. Morton Hand, Edson
tiart, Charles Allcott Philo Aileen,I,* Sherwin; Herbert Hawkins,
Frffink Bourne,' Douglas Ilaghy, Wal
test Iverson, John Brooks, Wallace
WI, Henry Rudy. Blanton , Atka,
Hntiece Sowell, 'multi Rieke, Jr. Torn
lliteriscm, Leake Thompson, Alger-
non Coleman, Dee-I. B. Howell.
Conehnella is the eartne of a Mex-
kae cotton pest which, it to feared,
y spread to Texts.
.:+onsilan has vegetarians beilio go to
h'e extreme of refusing- to weer
elutes that have the "animal, eaint" of
leather. They wear elioee made of
rehher. canvas and "bright American
cloth."
TOWN COW
•••••••=•
NEW ORDINANCE NOT YET
DRAWN UP YET SAYS
SOLICITOR.
He Believes He Has Figured Up One
That Will Stick in the
Courts.
City Solicitor James Campbell, Jr.,
yesterday stated that he had sug-
gested a new "Town Cow" ordinance
of the municipal legislative authori-
ties, hut that as yet they have notinstructed him to proceed drafting
the measure 60 as to bring it before
them for enactment in govering laws.
It was reported that the new ordin-
ance would be brought in tomorrow
night for the council to give initial
adoption to it, but this is erroneous.
The solicitor believes he has figured
out an ordinance that will stick in
the courts, where heretofore every
COW measure has been declared in-
valid by Judge Sanders, first for one
cause, and then another. The oldla.s have provided that if a COW
runs at large un the public highways,
she shall be taken up and herself
tined and sold. As to this the solici-
tor says nothing can be sold in the
police court to satisfy a judgment of
that kind, and he agrees with Judge
Sanders in holding the old meas-
ures invalid.
In figuring up a bill the selicitor
says his idea is to make everybodyin the city pay a license, on their
cows just the same as they do now
on their dogs. When this license is
paid the city clerk, the solicitor ad-
vocates issuing tags, just like for
dogs now. Then if a cow gets out on
the street she can be caught and her
tag number looked at. By referenee
to the recordlbook in the city clerk's
office it will be shown who owns the
cow, and then the owneiecan be war-
ranted and fined. The new bill has
some provisioes the solicitor be-
lieves will ma14 it hold, and just as
soon as 'he is instructed by both
boards to draft the bill and bring it
in he wilt do so.
ATTACHED BUGGY
REHXOPF BUGGY COMPANY
ATTACHED TORRENCE'S
VEHICLE.
Referee Bag*, Hasn't Anything in
His Court the Week Past—
Judge Emery's Court.
Yesterday the John G. Rehkopf
Buggy company tiled suit in- court of
Justice- Charles Emery against C. A..
Torrence, for $3, claimed due as partl
Peetrient of a vehicle plaineff ;sold
defendant. The buggy was attached
to satisfy the dele.
Close Tosnorrow.
;fudge Reed stated yesterday thatlie eel net bring h'tt courer ti,e.
-
mien, as he hail a nintaber judg- ptoeing he seantell to lodge tronorrew,
therefoee held court o so as to
get tht sbe rienotofest
!den e ell has- c tirlu 
-her; e • C.Weeke past. tiel-teral Car ge Business, ‘,41
thicortorted3
Na Bankrutcy,;Egoineni. , ISuperior Facilities for *) 1,-...3: Office ittf*f.t1
With "Donnelly Hatfield Pains-
strels," at The Kentucky Friday
night.
At The italtsIcItr )11Prider gest.
- -
many suits lie has in die circuit court,
and Which actions he devoted his en-
tire time to looking after before that
tribunal comes to a close tomorrow.
The referee has many cases that arc
to come up before -him this week, and
is now making arrangements for
them.
Magisterial Tribunal.
Justice Charles Emery tomorrow
morning convenes his magisterial
court, and will be busy all of this
week trying different ,cases before
him. He has an unusually large
doclet .befgre him this term.
LIQUOR BUSINESS
TOO VILE FOR HIM.
Sale of Impure Drink and His
Mother's Pleading Arouse Man's
Conscience.
'Philadelphia, Feb. is.—For the
first tune in nearly twenty years, op-
eration of hig hlicense in Philadel-
phia a, conscience-stricken liquor
dealer has petitioned that his license
be revoked because the trade had de-
generated through the.sale of impure
liquors and that the traffic is respon
sible for untold human misery and
dcath. The pleading of his aged
mother, not religious conversion,
wowed the conscience of Matthew
M. Ferri', under whose manse
wholesale liquor business had been
conducted since last June. The busi-
neer is conducted by a firm and Fer-
ri!l declares be only lent his name.
without being engaged in the traffic.
Sale of cologne spirit's and fusel ?il
for pure liquor Ferrill denounced in
these words:.
"I can no longer permit my name
to be connected with the business
which distributes such poisonous po-
tiens, as there can be no doubt that
in many cases where men and wo-
men have been found dead they 'have
come to their death through patron.
izing saloons selling such concoc-
tions under the guise of liquor.
"I further object to having my
name connected. with a business
which takes from 'human beings not
only their money but their will ,pow-
er and reason, and leaves them
abandoned or ruined wrecks for all
time and eternity. It is a fact,
which must be taken as a veriety,
that more crimes are traceable to
the rum business, and more sorrow
is due to vile drinks than to all other
caws."
Vit KENTUCKY1 Undertakers and Erribatmem,Telephone WI, 
 130 SOUTH THIRD ST. PADUCAH, 10%
Fri'. Night, Feb. 23
THE
Donnelly
Mb Hatfield
MAGNIFICENT MINSTRELS
Direction of Al. G. Field.
THE SCENIC SPECTACLE
The Evolution of -Minstrelsy.
THE FAMOUS TOLEDOS
TUSCAN() BROTHERS.
SRAWFORD &
no HARRY C. SHUNK.
jdk`THE DARKTOWN CIRCUS.
Superb Panorama of Events .
ILE OLD GLORY WAVES."
Best of all that is Good and
,llilothing too good for our patrons.
• Pikes-25. 35, 50, 75 and $1 oo.
Seats on sale Tuesday at si a m.
ATTEMPTED TO CHEAT.
Deed to the People's Savings Bank
Building in Sinunon's Nsune. ,
Peoria, Ill., Feb. x6.—Receiver
Wilton,. 01 the People's Savings bank
today ',discovered the deed to the
bank building, which had been miss-
ing since the Ret-y. George H.
Simmons killed himself. While the
building was bought with the fund,
from the bank, telt deed was made
out to George H. Simmons only,
thus revealing an effort to swindle
'his partner, the Rev. E. L. Kelly,
who owned a ` self interest with him.
The discovery of the deed caused
consternation among the goo depos-
itors of the bank, es the building had
been regarded as the chief asset, its
value,
 being placed at $4o,000. As it
is in the name of Simmon-s the widow
will receive her dower riglits and the
persona; creditors of the estate an al-
lAwance of their claims, the residue,
if any, going to the depositors pro
rata
.
Lemon Chill Tonic
IS A GENERAL TONIC.
A CERTA.IN CHILL CURE,
A PURE BLOOD REMEDY.
WILL CURE NERVOUS TROU-
BLES AND WILL RESTORE THE
WEAK AND SICKLY TO PER
FECT HEALTH.
FOR SALE AT ALL DRUG
STORES.
IM•1111110.., 
In connection with the best Foun-
tain service, Zach Hayes has added
a fine line of
Candy
and will continue to keep up the rep-
utation our fountain has for magnifi-
cent Ice Cream Don't forget
HAYES
SEVENTH AND BROADWAY.
TEL. 756.
J. W. HUGHES
GENERAL INSURANCE
116 Fraternity Building
Office Phone, 484-All
Residence Phone, 323
and .woulil not nn toinkitr $11.citer-
• the Buffet
107 S017TH FOURTH STREET
W. C. eray,_ proprietor.
FINN OLD Wiser AND WHISK/ES.
Evsryibing seasonable in the eatable line served to order. Afine noonday lunch for es
Referee E. ell4 a of the bank
ruse court, hee trensacted very littlebusiness in his tribenal during the And Household Goods. Both 'PhOne itpest week, 4seessawirtall 4sis time himbeen engagol with looking after the
a ucch Transfer Company
Handling Freight, Machinery 2nd and Monroe
P. D. Fitzpate;:k, SuPi.1/
• 1
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 h e Lar est fortune....
Is made up of single dollars
Open an account today
at this bankand
lay the f
ation f
...YOUR FOR NE...
Itou can start for $1. We pay four
: : : per cent. compound interest : : :
MECHANICS
and
FARMERS
SAVINGS BANK,
--227--
Broadway,
11111111111111111111101111MERENIMMI
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE,
REAL ESTATE 4.4UENCY'
PADUCAH REAL. ESTA WIZTERN KENTUCKY FAAM AIMMONTHLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVENTVLTNT. WESTERN
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRIM LIST
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR LT.
TEDG • Rw WIETTTEPAOR ir* Paid usunft, fies-
*N_
Next to WashicaDishos
The moist despised drudgery oe housekeeping is the care of the
several .fires and the sweeping le of the ashes and dust they pro-duce Unless, of course, you own a
Hot Water or Steam System
one fire then needed and no dust or ashes in the living
rooms Estimates fnee.
Ed D. Hannan
Both Phones 201. 132 South Fourth St., eas Kentucky Avenue.
.••••••••••••maim.....1.1••••••=0••• arms saNIM 1.11
Abram L. Weil & Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam &o'er-
Campbell Block.
Office Pihone 369. - - Residence Phone 726
..1•1111
e'en
wsa.fam.mmsams4E9A.tilochsix,ti
1
 
 IMPORTANT * 6-r5%2k:i5 645 It 6 poor economy to havc st4
g
0 611315 your watch repaired by the •in 
Z 5Z CHEAP man.You want MST CLASS
work at Reasonable prices. tg
1 ; _•--7---r ow.,-, e
se 
We fill the bill exactly.
-1.4U 
4 jee
- -.. - zt '
'7%•••• ( J. L. WOLFF
Jeweler
WFVrkWIVIVilreiNgX,A4-7-'f-"!f"-47 7'7'f-'7*
L. L. BEBOUT
..lowsmsediskiiiMPb..41810112WWWWWW1
-
General Insurance Agency
We Write Anything 1. T1 -ance
Office; .306 Broadway Phones:001E1e 'c.v.:
S.
2.••,..••••,-.6.11u.m.gt"..10C4.-0•).,•....,....c.•••.:.,..12.....::J ".
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AGUARANTK
Is attached to every
Prescription which
leaves our store, that
it is compounded of
Pure Drugs in strict
accordance with the
demands o fthe Doc-
tor; and that it is
filled in mreey in-
stance by *
Registereertiggist
WITH A LIFE
TIME EXPERI-
ENCE
ASK THE. IDOCTO.P .
PHERSON'S
DRUCL STORE
Sunday Writing, Feb,- IS,
LOCAL NAWS
—Miss Ella
'home Jacklbti4
—The Mo
at Mr.. A/ t'
elected fi
„guard, t.
'of
aq 41, r,
tsoubls,„
buried tod
businees
—Vr4
'tit her,
state.
been
ant. Ot-t mox
n 'cis° n
ilberi, red this
A . Brown
.of *comae',
and , . be
was the paint
fen- ,a5 years.
,Pptic dispatches yester-
day froht laiuisville stated that Mrs.
Editii-fie7r-iy7Traill had been grant-
ed a dieoice from Lieut. Julius Pur-
ne!1 çf .the.I.J. S. army in the Phil-
ippine"; e alleged cruelty and-,
drietiVeenessi. She is well known in
this cite, where 'oer mother is no
vii friends. She is a recog-
nized...beauty of Kentucky.
—Yesterday shortly before day-
Iglit.snow fell furiously for a short
while, but the warmth of the atmo,-
phere caused it to nielt by night.
tter gct in on the .peeial sale of
books, Bibles and sheet music now
goteg on at Harbour's book depart,
ment. '
Colonial Tea.
On Thursday evening at 8 o'clock
tire ewell society will give a Colon-
ial '*a itt the League parlors of the
troadway Methodist church,. A de-
lightful ,rnusical program will be ren-
dered. Admission ten '9.
, •
FRATERNAL
DELEGATE
• Yesterday morning Rev. T. J.
)owell, of the Broadway Methodist
eletwer this City, received word
*rote the Northern lifethodist • con-'
• fereisee that at the last gathering of
that organization there was chosen
Vice President Fairbanka as a frater-
nal delegate to Meet the Southern
Methodist conference that gathers in
Birosittgbare, Ala., next 'May, and
will -he rparticipatod. in by delegates
frprri every district of the Sodth.
'Rev. Newell -stated last eveniag
that thiariv-probsigy the hitt time
• within history' of either of the con-
ferences, that a aertesentatiee wan
selected by one body to attend the
general gathering of, the other in the
'Itillteire mentioned. -Years ago the
Melicidiateillurigheti split and divided
into North and South, but this selec-
figli of a life* vice president to
pil-ficipate" Wh the Southerners is
ueepreirdenteci spirit of friendship
aOpieheilted from every source.
'Christian Science.
.meaning at to:3o O'clock
Christian science services wifl be con-
. ducted at 526 Broaderay, while next
Wednitday evening at 7:30 o'clock
there will be held the testimonial
gathering of that body.
PERSONA NOTES' ABLE TO BE OU
Mrs, Edward P. Noble returned
last evening aom spending-the week
with Mrs. }Lary G. Tandy at Frank-
fort.
Mrs. Roy Baker, of Mt. Carmel,
and Mis,ea Trances Baker and
Robbie Smith of Ciolcondal'Illt were
'here yesterday.
(Mr. Ciyde Cnoper bas .Teturned
fro ma Southern drumming tour.
'Mr. Frank Boone, the insurance
man, retlan to morrow front
f,#c4ilre ; 
f
Mon. L. P. .Head will arrive this
Moronity'. barn AsIranieibri to spend
Sunday. r
Mieders,•Chatilee Brown and Charles
Simms have reterned from a trip
ahrougir 'Tertneerike for the Armour
1 ISIgi LottiseCornilland is here from
r•Ay,tislumg, •r, in.
1-1-iree1t is dangerous-
ly dl at her :, ,.ne, lake Monroe
street.
(Miss Maggie Dudley, of Little
^Rock, Ark., hat returned honse after
riresiptig, Mre. Frcd B. Ashton.
Flournoy returned
yesterday from Chicago.
LOOK AHEAD......,.
When you buy rubber goods.
,Chie Pare Gum'
Seamless Fountain
Syringes •
Cost a little iiittreV kat ,iult,
... ,. t•
4,,
the cheapest in the end. They are
soft and pitiable and anon% sad
HAVE NO SEAM TO COME UN-
GLUED •;.''''',-
,.!''.
R. W. WAEthitiO. ;/
. INCORIVEtii• Talc"' '‘,4'
Druggists, , Fifth and B'way.
11,,tr," Phones x7 t1
Lloyd Boswell and daughter,
Othri• Wry Boswell, returend , 'ester.-
diy from visiting in Etansville.
•
kiss )essie Ellis, of Meteopolis,
111, it. stinting relatives here.
Mrs. Charles Weirthain and child,
of Van Buren, Ark., are visiting the
faintly of Judge D. L. Sanders.
Ex-Shenk Dave Reeves, of Benton.
r-turned home yesterday after a
isit here.
hlrs4 James 'A. Glauber yesterday
went to F-lizabeetrtown, Ky., to visit
her father.
Mr. W. H.4Baker and wife, of
St. Louis, are visiting Mr. and Mrs.
C. N. Baker.
Mr. E. K. Bristol, of Burlington,
arrived yesterday to visit his
sister. Mrs, Joseph Wolf, wife of
the jewcler.
Lawyer Charles C. Grassham last
eveping went to Tennessee-on busi-
ness:
Miss Eute Wilkins this morning
goes to Eddyville to spend the day.
Mr. Chesley Herndon, of Nashville,
Tenn., arrived yesterday for a viva
to his. parents, Captain' and Mrs. J.
Ph 'Herndon, of' 'Washington, near
Fifth street. P
ir. H. C: Rli!s.odet goes to Louis-
ville today on butinees.
Mr, and mrs. 1. 40. Walker. Mime
Grace Everett, Mr. Arthur Everett
and Mr. Ben .Maft.illaye returned
from IllensPh ,,,eghere they at-
tended the BeillQi tirefforrnance.
Miss Ivie .Newman yesterday re-
turned from Cairo, where she visited
her sister, Mirs. J. H. Ezell.
Mrs. It A. Smith, of -Dana, Ind.
km returner* from visiting in Hay-
field, and is the guest of MT. JIMIWS
P. Smith.
E S
:
• • •Cairo. 16.2; falling.
Chattanooga. 4.6; stawling.
Cincinnati, 9.74 falling.
8.2; falling.
flIgrenee, 3.0; stendittg.
5.4; falling.
•h*. Carmel,- Vie; standing.
Nashville, 9.1; falling.
Pittsburg, I.S; standing.
Davis Island Dam, 4.0; falling.
St. Louis, 8.5; rising.
, Mt Vernon, 7.5; falling.
Paducah, 0.2; 'falling.
CONTRACTOR KATTERJOHP
CONVALESCING FROM
OPERATION.
Mrs. Fannie Prince Daily Getting
Better at Riverside Hospital—.
Ashblock Be Taken Home.
Contractor George Katterjohn is
able to be out attending to business
again, after a ten day's confinement,
as result of an operation performed
on him for stormed! trouble in his
private ward at Rivereide hospital.,
He is yet. very weak, but daily. re-
gaining his strength.
Getting Better.
hi's. Fannie.. Prince continues to.
get better at Riverside hospital*
where she has been since the *du*
of last -Wednesday, when the C.
freight train knocked her and. Mrs.
Joseph Henley off the -trestle bgaide
the stode yards. several itundreer-feet
North of the Union depot. Her
broken limb is doing all sight, ben she
will be at the institution a 411110na
yet.
• Take Husband Home.
Yesterday the wife of Mr. -Hays
eksiliblock came from Big Clifty, Ky.,
to this city after her husband who
today will be sent to his home in
that place, after a several weeks con-
finement at the Illinois Central rail-
road hospital, as risidt -of his foot
being cut off when hi,fell aud rolled
underneath the eraiivon leaping off
the cars at Big Utile He is a
section hand.
Resume Work.
Flagman Ben Battrey of the N., C-
& St. L has resume& work on the
road, after laying up several months
with a fractured hip. injured by fall-
ing from his train down abifitst
ington, Term.
GARNER
MURDER
NOTHING DEVELOPED LEAD-
ING TO FERRETING
MYSTERY.
Two Men Probably Thought "Dry
Sunday" On and Took Supply—
Man Whipped Wife.
It has been just one week, since
Burns Garner met is foul death, but
at yet the police authorities and de-
tectives have been usable to bring to
surface anything leading to checovery
of the murderer. The enure force
has been working energetically on
the case ever Mice last Sunday, but
nt, hVI4eveloln...Apasbong
from whence _the cruel, cold smarm
reeeiveil its silent fowt •=naray
frozen tiff When fonacC, deli the
dry dock, at the •foot of Jedereon
street. This seems to be ooe eif the
most mysteriows interders.mier nneurs
ring here, as the officers mmenot
trace Cermet' footsteps., tolls& the
river front.
Onall Obilj
In prep-ming themselves for A Ory
eg.
Sunday" a white man and negraerna
got so good and full late last sight
that they could not tell their natives
to the police. Officers Terrell and
Cross early this morning pickod ep
the negro At Fourth and Wlasbittifton,
and he could neither walk or talk.
At Ninth and Court Officers Senser
and Matlock picked tip a white-man
who had his package also to the ex-
tent he could not talk
(Yesterday Captain Edward Wool-
folk sent the crew of the Mary
Micheal ...down to Hickman, Ky., in
the lifississippi river, to bring her
to this city. She has been hemmed,
in at that place the past week on ac-
tount of the heavy jce, but the floes
are breaking now and she can 'get
awai for here tomorrow or today
witif her tow of logs she has in
charge. ,
1 There will come out rif the Ten-
bessee river late tomorrow night the
steanwr Clyde. She lays until five
o'clock Wednesday afternoon before
getting out on her return to that
waterway.
The Richardson will come in today
from. Nashville and-leave at noon to-
mrirrow- for Clarksville.
Yesterday there got away for the
Tennessee .river the steamer Ken-
tucky . She comes back eekt Thurs-
day night. ' •
There cant hack hoot Cairo lastt
night the teather Dick Fowler
which lays til 8 o'cloc tomorrow
morning bfore getting away on her
return-4othat city.
The Jiro. Fowler come, in this
oing before. skipping out on her
aitt
Joherbfonkins yesterday left
for Pvaasvitle and comes back again
Tuesday. \ - ;a/l •
Plitil Vntitri Led 
e 
lta dre today
bound for Cincinnati,- rota Memihi,
while tlie St:siker tee passes 4iilsg
in the, • direction.,ppial
'  
HAWK S
ARE FRESH
NONE B
HEAP A
AND DELICIOUS
ER AND NONE SO
GOOD,
O 0 0 0 0 0 0. 01/ 0
O 0
O BASEBALL. 0
0
000000000\
the Fowler, Ind., ilitcher whd
out Adams "Leaguers* 13 to
C. ason. He is certainly good..
Jacksonville years ago was a matt-
ber of the Western association. . at
then drew ,-ficier to 700 on week days,.
Last year with independent pall the
Sunday' crowds exceeded 2,000 paid
admissions.
Wett Court street, the horse and
buggy Of 'M'r. Hollihan of Heath, Ky.
Parties itole it the night before, 'and
after, driving to their hearts , tent
abandoned the rig. lo
•••1.11••••••••••
Way, who will twirl for
••••••••••••1111101..
"Siamese Twina"—another name'.
for 'the Mattoon-Charleston aggetita-
tion. .e
•
In connection ev'ali the schedule.
two games, morning add afternoon.
are to be played on Decoration Day,
Fourth of July and Labor Day.
---
'tBob" Berryhill
r 
will coober with
Fred Moore and after Apt * will
know whether or: not be is to man-
age the "Jifyphens" next season. Ber
'11 stands welt, makes no reckless
s, hat has every qualification
fJ the post.
Geo. W. Niles, of Ohio, he, agreed
to,poeth,_$11no guarantee, to pdt in
teitte'•OW will finish one, two three
if he is made . manager. He wants
tire $1,10o monthly limit for his team
The team suggested by hint includes
Dwyer, Macon, Ga.; Grinnell, *wit
field, o.; Hugh Collins, Atlanta, G
pitchers; Van Patterson, Ohio-Petrie
league, catcher; Mike Gilligan, Padu-
cah, first; Legge, second; Donohue,
Springfield, 0., short: Hosmer, Wil-
liamsport, 0., third; Hildebrand,
Ohio state league, outfield. Niles'
offer to guarantee his team may
•him the job as good players are not,
easily secured at this late day —
Mattoon Star,
The Gilligan mentioned is Eddie
instead of Mike and he is under re-
serve by Paducah and in danger of
being blacklisted, Mattoon-Charles-
ton could not use him unless Padu-
cah voluntarily releases him or he
:- bought. As Gilligan does not want
to play under Manager Lloyd 4ito
idoirbt he could be bought for a veryreasonable sum. In case a kick ismade and MatCootitCharleston se-
cures him the Register wants, to state
right here that it would :rime one
of the headiest men in the business,
and with anything near a first class
team for him to coach Gilligan
would make trouble for al) the other
teams in the race for thelag. It wa
through his executive ihility and
quick judgment tha• Paducah landed
the einAlub pennant last season The
reason the four-club pennant wag
not ciptared by the Indians was be-
lietetairel,43111iiren 'limped."
41C. Worthent, manager of the
Tillarielle team in the Kitt •leatee.
announcedtie-lit last h
tC 
6e hllsecured the veevicee tbsiii more
enickerjack players. Bob Shaw. one
of the trio, is a back stop artist and
IT he Mikes good will be given the
position of relief catcher. He
en the Paris team in the Texa!
last year and was one of the IM
base runners and hrdest bitter.t In
that organization which is noted in
the baseball world for its heavy bat-
ters. Roy Blosser, a promising
ye-egster who played on the Kent-
land team last year, has also been
signed by Manager Worthatn.
Blosser's 'home is in Kewana. He is
said to be one of the best infielders
in the business in amateur circles.
This wil be his last year in the pro-
fessional field. C. D. Saltvrasch, a
big Tutus from Bellfontaine, 0., is
night that a man whipped his wife the last man to si
gn his name to a
on Norton, between Fifth and sizthi Danville contrac
t, Salttwasch is not
areets, and the officers are now in-' known
 in this pint cif the einintry.
ob- =Gimes to Danville high
ly reeqw
vestigating the matter with the 
ject of procuring warrants. ed as a clever fielder ands/lard['sitter. Harry Berte, for , years
Wanted Bloodhounds, premier short stop for the Three
Chief James Collins, of the poilce Eye league, may wear a Denville uni-
force, yesterday received word that form this season. He has played
about a dozen cAok houses had been with Cedar Rapids for the last,three
terfebed the past week around Fol-, seasons.—Danville Pings.
sonxIale, Graves county. Requests
were made of the chief for detectives
and bloodlihunds, but neither were
available.
Outfit Recovered.
Yesterday morning Officer Dick
Wlootils found standing In an alley,
CENTRAL -RAILROAD 1 poiptiARILL
Special Excursion Rates.
,,104,1ebreary aoth, 1906, the Illipois
'Contra' Railroad company, will 'Ali
tiblieta at extremely low home seek-
ers' excursion rates from Paducah to
various points in ,Mtississippi,
iana, Mexico, Kansas, Missiotte44,
an Territory Tkxas, Nebraska,
oreh and South. 'Dakota and' to
e territory in the . West ;and
tickets good for at days to
, and for etop-overe on the go-
g tnp.
laisillasemearegareee..
'911141
WANTS
"Mit it t.NT r oom cottage,
• - Not 44314111{1qadway. Apply at Reg-
ister' ()Bice.
-FOR R.ENT.—One furnished room
at Eagles'. 401fst. $xthi and Broad-
way. Apply at secretary's office in
FOR RENT—Two five room cot-
One-Way Colonists, tages on Ohio-between 5th and deil.
• One the same date, one-way sec- Apply old 'phong 'AL b. 414. An
and -class tickets will be sold at re -
Oregon; also to San Francisco, Liu eas eisiet Itignekeeping for Six Apply .
ta Montana, Utah, Washington and and furnished rooms--4.--"bournpisell.v 11
dluced rates to similar territory:10d Foloaxalir_Thrie
Angeles and San Diego, Cal., Andao 1246 Broadway.
Prescott and Phoenix, Ariz. .
- For further information apply to'
Reported Woman Whipped.
It was reported to the police last
Ladies' Aid. '
The Ladies' Aid society of the
Cumberland Presbyterian church will
meets tomorrowafternoon with Vi-A.
James- Koger, of Jeffery/rm. between
Seventh and Eighth atreett.
.111
J. T. DONOVAN, . . FOR 
REasITs,a- Nine___ rvona_litodcfn
Agent, Paducah, Ky. dwelling at 40f South 
Fourth street.
C. WARFIELD, •hPale to 412 
Clark.
. 
T. A., Union Depot.
•. Mardi Gras At New Orleans., ,
' For die above occasion, the Illinois
Central Railroad company will sell
tickets from Paducah to Ne* Or-
leans and return at $15.6e for the
round-trip, tickets to be sold Feb-
ruary 21st,, to 26th., inclusive, and
good returning until March yrel.. loth
privilege of extention until 'March
ink.. by depositing ticket -Mid Moan
the payment of so create additional.
For further informetion apply to. -
J. T. DONOVAN,
Agent, Paducah, ky.
G. C. WARTIED,
T. A.. 'Woe Plutt.
. Lew Rats to Louiseille.
00 account of the meeting of the
department of Superintendenceiaa-
tionat Education Aesociation at
the Illinois Central Railroad
company will sell tickets, February
24th. 25th and 26th from Paducah at
$6.95 for the round trip, good re-
turning until March 4th.
• For ftsrtber information apply to
J. T. DONOVAN, Agent,
Psducals, Ky.
G. C. WARFIELD, T. A.,
Union DePot.
Low Rate to Nashville.
On account of the Student Volun
teer Movement of Foreign Missions,
tbe Illinois Central Railroad will *ell
tickets from Paducah to Nashville
and return on February 26th, 27th
and Ade iee $4.75 for the round trip,
good returning until March toth.
For further particular; apply to
J. ,T. DONOVAN, Agent,
Paducah, Ky.
G. C. WARFIELD. T. A.,
Union Depot
GET THIS BEAUTIFUL
,',C,5ED PICTURE PEWS
Splendid Reproduction, In Knew
Tints, of a Celebrated Painting.
Every person who eends one del-
far to pay for a year's subeeriptieu to
thk' Twice-a-Week Repdblie, of St.
LAda, lido., and Forth 'Progrees, will
receive, absolutely free, a beautiful
colored pictme, a4 by 3a inches is
dinsemions, entitled 'The Departure
of the Brit from the Home of
Wash4ng/4e" Tlhis picture is a
direct -117'11illetion from the eels-
brake/ painting by Ferris, Sixteen
colors were employed in the process.
It is made on a fine, heavy paper, and
will main, when framed and bung,
a inagnifitent ornament for the home,
it poseethses an uncommon interest tO
every American, as the central figure
in it is Georye Washington, standing
at the portal of his Virginia home,
bidding adieu to he bride and bridge..
groom. The color work is highly or-
nate and correct in every detail, as
are the character representations,
costumes, etc.
The Twice-a-Week Republic is the
oldest and best semi-weekly family
pakt,in the country, and Farm Frog-
renrkiehich is aloe published by The
.Republic, is :ta fastest-growing farm
monthly in 'America. Remember,
that troll get both of these spitnedd
journals an entire year, and the beau-
tiful big colored picture, all-for only
-
. FOR RENT—One room for office
of rooming over Coulson's. Steam
heat and bath. Apply to I. D. WO-
WM.
..WANTTEITLRuti-about buggy, in
good repair and cheap. Address
PlIaggy." this (Ate.
lit/ANTED—For U. S. Army;
able-bodd unmarried men between
age-s of pi iind 35; citizens of site
Ultifed States, of good ebaracter and
tsIthbits, who can speak, read
' E.sgilsb. For informationyr*
2017 to Iticrtaiting offices, New
Richmond ,House. Paducah, Ey.
WANTEDTivio men in 'each
cc untY to represent hardward depart-
ment. EsttViihed hearse. Salary
$21.ole weekly. Expense money ad-
vanced. .4dikess Hardware, Desk 12,
The Cohntshia House, Chicago.
Five hundred dollars is now the
average profit divided among our
soap agent, and branch office man-
agers every day. This is fact, not
fiction. Want a few more men who
are not afraid to work hard in wet
or cold or dun seasons for big
money. Parker Chemical Co., Chi-
cago.
LOST or Stolen—Gold and pearl
handled silk umbrella. Finder re-
turn to Register office and be re-
warded, Word "Marble" engraved
or handle.
AGENTS—Luminous nameplates,
signs, numbers; readable darkest
nights; easily sold; profits large;
samples free. Wright Supply Co.
Englewood, 111.
LOST—English bell terrier, brin-
dle and white, answers to name of
"Winchester." Pea-ard for his return
or information as to his wbereabouts
R. Calissi, cuR 'Madame.
IXPET—A purse eentaiefrag
.whiTe rotating to catch car. eall or
addrevi TOM Green, care ear zileibi,
Paducah Tractiene cammay cm
Droadwa y.
ben* &left. Do net send peuiesal
checks. Write tonnes and &decease*
plainly, and address,
SUBSCRIPTION DEPARTlit MC
1 The Republic, St. Louis, 1111b,
Skye Poryeer, of Abstract (kerne
easy, examine title to pus pmemeity.
New Register headline.
. .
Fine letheoe 'for mit; tender, trim
and (heap. Oak Grove gresaidiebt.
Porteous Bros.
•
_ 
_ 
,- lis,
J. E. PIENDRICK. Joo. lilliall
WIC IIIMMIL111.•••
Hendrick. Millet
and Marble.
one dollar. s
Present subscribers may take 'ad-
vantage of this offer, by sending a
dollar and having their time marked
up a year, The Republic hereby
gives notice that this offer may be
withdrawn at any time, and those
who wish the picture should send in
subscriptions at once.
'Remit by positeffice or express
money order• registered letter or
LAWYERS
Rooms I, a and j Register Fob&
ee3 r-e Broadway.
Practice In all the courts el the
state Both °hones tr.
DENTIST.
OfBce over Globe Bank and TruM
se- Co., 306 Broadway.
•
RADEIVAIFR COAL LUMP 11C BUSHELN U T 120 BUSHEL
oot of
itHrele0t. 
WeSt KelltUC
4 Incorporated.'
%
"11k
.tv
•
•
4.,
